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Summary

,

Past construction and survey practices have resulted in the use of multiple local coordinate
systems for measuring and reporting the horizontal position of wells and other facilities and loc' '_ns
on the Hanford Site. Regulatory reporting requirements mandated by the Tri-Party Agreement a_Ad
the increasing use of spatial data analysis in support of environmental studies have significantly
increased the need to provide horizontal location data in a single coordinate system that is applicable
across the entire Site.
This report describes the development of a coordinate transformation process and algorithm and
its application to the conversion of the horizontal coordinates of Hanford Site wells from the various
local coordinate systems and datums to a single standard coordinate system, the Washington Coordinate System of 1983, South Zone 1991 (WCS83S). This work was undertaken as an interim measure
to supplement ongoing resurveying efforts so that the best currently available well location information can be reported and made accessible in WCS83S coordinates as required by Washington State
law.
The coordinate transformation algorithm, implemented as a computer program called CTRANS,
uses standard two-dimensional translation, rotation, and scaling transformation equations and can be
applied _o any set of horizontal point locations. For each point to be transformed, the coefficients of
the transformation equations are calculated locally, using the coordinates of the three nearest registration points (points with known locations in both coordinate systems).
The report contains a discussion of efforts to verify and validate both the software and the well
location data, a description of the methods used to estimate transformation and registration point
accuracy, instructions for using the computer program, and a summary of the Hanford well conversion results for each local coordinate system and datum. Also included are the results of using recent
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers survey data to obtain estimated measures of location errors in wells
for which the local coordinate data source is undocumented, unverified, and therefore of unknown
accuracy. The estimated average error in the local coordinate data of these wells was about 14 meters
for wells in the 100-F and 600 areas, about 150 meters in the 100-KE/KW area, and 2 meters or less
in all other Hanford areas. Because of the large errors in the local coordinates of the 100-KE/KW
wells, a complete resurvey of these wells is recommended.

IP

An important side benefit of this well conversion effort has been the development of the
CTRANS coordinate conversion program and the associated registration point files for the different
local coordinate systems on the Hanford Site. CTRANS runs on UNIX w,grkstations and on personal
computers with a Windows interface. CTRANS has been and continues to be used extensively to
convert local coordinates of waste sites and other points of special interest.
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1.0 Introduction

"

•

The Tri-Party Agreement significantly increased the need to report the horizontal locations of
wells and other Hanford Site features in a single coordinate system that is both applicable across the
entire site and accessible to and understood by all interested parties, including the regulators and the
public. Past construction and survey practices on the site have promoted the development of multiple
local coordinate systems. The diversity of these systems makes it difficult to spatially relate data
from multiple areas or to report the data to the regulators as required by Washington State law.
This report describes a coordinate transformation algorithm and process that has been developed
and applied to the conversion of the horizontal locations of wells within or near the Hanford site
boundaries from the various local coordinate systems to the Washington Coordinate System of 1983,
South Zone 1991 (WCS83S), the required coordinate system for reporting horizontal locations of
wells and other facilities at the Hantbrd Site. Upon completion of verification and validation of the
data sources and transformations, the resulting WCS83S coordinates will be stored in electronic
databases and geographic information systems. They can then be used to facilitate the reporting
visual presentation, and spatial analysis of complex environmental data at the Hanford Site within a
single consistent coordinate system.
The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) performed this work for the Westinghouse Hanford
Company (WHC) as part of the Hanford Environmental Information System (HEIS) project. HEIS is
jointly coordinated by WHC and PNL for the U.S. Department of Energy.
The remaining sections and appendices of this report include the following information:
•

a brief history of Hanford Site wells and the coordinate systems used at the site

•

an overview of the methods used to obtain, prepare, and transform well location data

•

descriptions of the coordinate transformation
CTRANS (Coordinate TRANSformation)

•

the preparation of well location data needed to support the transformation
computer program

•

methods and results of verifying and validating both the computer program and the well location
coordinate data and transformations

•

comments on site issues of well accounting and nomenclature

•

Appendix A: Summary of well coordinate conversion results

•

Appendix B: Well location source discrepancies and probable errors (resolved and unresolved);
piezometer wells; wells with missing location data

method implemented in a computer program called

algorithm and

•

Appendix C: Description of the algorithms used in the coordinate transformation software;
program input/output specifications; user instructions; software test plan; software testing report;
peer review comments on the algorithms; program listing

•

Appendix D: Verification and validation plan for well location data; instructions and participants in a visual verification of well locations.

,

2.0 Hanford Well History and Site Coordinate Systems

'

,

There have been approximately 5000 wells constructed within or near the current boundaries of
the Hanford Site, more than 200 of which existed before the establishment of the site. Most preHanford wells were hand-dug farm wells, many of which have since been backfilled or are no longer
usable. Wells on the Hanford Site have fulfilled various purposes. Some wells were originally constructed to provide sanitary water for outlying installations such as U.S. Army facilities. Many deep
wells were drilled by the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) to assess the feasibility of using the
deep basalts beneath the Hanford Site for permanent disposal of nuclear wastes. Most of the
remaining wells have been and continue to be used to monitor the vadose zone and groundwater
beneath the Hanford Site for purposes of environmental surveillance, analysis, and restoration.
With the exception of some wells that have been abandoned for many years, each well has a
unique name assigned to it by which it is identified and referenced on survey sheets and in electronic
databases. Different well naming conventions are used for wells in different areas of the site. A
well's name may have several variations, and its name may have changed one or more times over the
course of its history. All Hanford wells are identified in the HEIS database with a unique "HEIS well
name." Therefore, the wells in this report are identified primarily by their HEIS names. The older
names have also been used in the process of searching for information on well identification and
location coordinates.
A number of coordinate systems have been and continue to be used to reference the horizontal
locations of wells and other facilities on the Hanford Site. Most of these coordinate systems were
developed to support localized construction projects. They typically use a local origin and grid that is
site dependent for meridian orientation. In addition to these local coordinate systems, many Hartford
wells and other site features have been surveyed in universally recognized coordinate systems such as
latitude/longitude and Washington State Plane coordinates, using either the North American Datum of
1927 (NAD27) or the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83). The following coordinate systems
have been used on the Hartford Site.

,

*

Washington Coordinate System of 1983, South Zone 1991 (WCS83S)--the official coordinate
system for the Hanford Site as defined by the Revised Code of Washington (RCW). Variously
referred to as "Washington State Plane," "Lambert NAD83," and "WCS83S," this coordinate
system is actually a projection of the earth's surface using the Lambert Conformal Conic
projection of the GRS80 Spheroid.

•

Plant Coordinates--the
the entire Site.

•

Richland Coordinates--an

•

100-K Local Grid--a rotated coordinate system used within and near the 100-KE and
100-KW areas.

most extensively used local coordinate system, used for locations across

extension of the original coordinate system for the City of Richland.

3
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*

100-N Local Grid-- a rotated coordinate system used within and near the 100-N area.
coordinate system was originally a northerly extension of the 100-K grid.

This

*

White Bluffs and Hartford Townsite (1-Iistorieal). The White Bluffs coordinate system was a
limited-use coordinate system covering the old townsite of White Bluffs. The Hanford Townsite
coordinate system was a limited-use coordinate system covering the old Hartford construction
camp. Neither system was ever tied to the Plant coordinate system, no monuments remain, and
no Hanford Site location data is maintained in either of these systems.

Table 1 lists details about the origin, coordinate values, and use of each of the coordinate
systems. Figure 1 is a map of the Hanford Site that identifies the designated "areas" of the site and
shows the origins and orientations of the local coordinate systems that are still in use.

o

Table 1. Coordinate Systems Used on the Hanford Site (a)

"

Coordinate
System
WCS83S

"

Coordinate Values,
Origin, Orientation
units
Southwest comer of
Northings & Eastings,
bounding latitude/longitude meters
lines encompassing the
State of Washington
(Lambert
Conformal
Conic
projection)

Site Areas Covered
most locational data since 1989
(entire site)

PlantCoordinatesnear400area,
rotated
Northings/Southings
& 600area(entire
site);
200-East;
0.1472"counterclockwise
Eastings/Westings,
feet200-West;
100-B/C;
100-D/DR;
relative
toWCS83S(b)
100-F;100-H;400;somelocations
in100-KE/KW,100-N,
300,and1100areas
Richland
Coordinates

southwest
ofRichland,
rotated 0.8255" counterclockwise from WCS83S

Northings
& Eastings,inandnear300,1100,and3000
feet
areas

100-K Local Grid

U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey Benchmark
"Cleveland," rotated
27.3136" counterclockwise
from WCS83S (parallel to
the Columbia river)

Northings & Eastings,
feet

100-K East
100-K West

100-N Local Grid

U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey Benchmark "Joe,"
rotated 22.8527" clockwise
from WCS83S (parallel to
the Columbia river)

Northings & Eastings,
feet

100-N area

White Bluffs and
Hartford Townsite

randomly set point, rotated
substantially from North

Southings & Westings

old townsite of White Bluffs and
old Hanford construction camp

(a) Most of the information about the Hanford coordinate systems are extracted from unpublished algorithms,
reports, and the recollections of local experts. The accuracy of this report's transformations depends on
the relative accuracy of the measurements within each grid and not on the accuracy of the location of the
grids' origins or orientations.
(b) Survey control baseline (N:50,000) for Plant coordinates is immediately North of the North boundary of
the 200-East Area.
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Figure 1. Origins and Orientationsof HanfordArea Local CoordinateSystems

3.0 General Approach for Preparing and Transforming
Well Location Data
i

"

Because horizontal coordinate data for many wells on the Hartford site are available in a local
coordinate system only, it was necessary to apply a computational transformation to derive the
WCS83S coordinates for those wells. A transformation algorithm using two-dimensional translation,
rotation, and scaling equations was developed and implemented as a FORTRAN-77 computer
program called CTRANS (Coordinate TRANSformation).
For each point to be transformed, the
coefficients of the transformation equations for that point are calculated locally, based on the
coordinates of the three nearest points selected from a list of candidate registration points (points with
known 1,cations in both coordinate systems).
CTRANS was designed to achieve the following objectives: 1) automate the transformation
process; 2) obtain the best transformation accuracy possible with the available data; 3) use a
consistent methodology for all site coordinate systems and datums; and 4) record a log of the transformation parameters, registration points, and other lineage and accuracy information associated with
each well.
The major steps taken in the preparation for and performance of the well coordinate transformations are summarized below:
1.

Data sources evaluated. Sources of well coordinates, includ,ng survey reports and electronic
(computer) databases, in all available coordinate systems were identified and evaluated for
content, accuracy, and reliability.
a)

Well location data discrepancies identified. Comparisons were made among multiple
sources of well locations reported in the same coordinate system to identify wells for which
there were discrepancies of more than one foot (0.3 meters) in the reported coordinates. If
a discrepancy could not be easily and quickly resolved, one of the conflicting values was
selected, based on estimated relative accuracy and reliability among the conflicting data
sources, for input to the transformation process, and the discrepancy was added to an
annotated list of coordinate anomalies to be resolved.

b)

Wells with only WCS83S coordinates identified. Wells for which WCS83S coordinate
values were the only available coordinates were set aside for validation and eventual direct
entry into the electronic databases.

c)

Wells with only local-system coordinates identified. Wells for which local coordinate
values constituted the only available locational information were added to a list of wells
requiring transformation. This list was separated into sublists for each local coordinate
system.

d)

Wells with both WCS83S and local-system coordinates identified. For each local
coordinate system, wells with sources of coordinate data in both WCS83S and the local
system were used to develop two lists: 1) a list of wells, survey monuments, and other

-

'

points for which data from survey sheets were availablein both coordinatesystems, to be
evaluatedas candidateregistrationpoints for the transformations; and 2) a list of wells for
which survey data sheets were unavailablein either or both coordinatesystems. The latter
list would be used to help validate the candidateregistrationpoints (see Step 3 below).
2.

Candidate registration points screened for coverage and spacing. For each local coordinate
system/datum,the candidateregistrationpoints developed in Step ld, Item 1 were plotted on a
base map of the HanfordSite or the area covered by the local coordinatesystem. The wells to
be convertedwere also plottedon the same map. The spatial distributionof candidateregistration points was visually examined for coverage of the area containingthe wells to be converted.
Clustersof two or more candidateregistrationpoints that were in close proximity to one another
relative to the overall spatialdistributionof points were also visually identified, and all but one
of the candidatepoints from each cluster were removed from the list of poter_gialregistration
points. This was done to preventnumericalerrors resultingfrom the use of pairs of registration
points that are closely spaced relative to their distancesfrom the point to be converted.

3.

Rgistration points evaluated and validated. For each local coordinate system/datum,the
registrationpoints selected in Step 2 were evaluatedfor accuracyof registrationrelative to one
another by using the CTRANSprogramto performtransformationsof each candidate point's
local coordinatesusing other candidatepoints as registrationpoints. The transformed WCS83S
coordinates were then compared to the surveyed coordinatesof that candidatepoint. Differences
on the order of one-half meter or less were generally consideredacceptable. In some partsof
the 600 area where there were few availablecandidate registrationpoints, differences of one
meter or less in the transformedand surveyed locations were accepted. Candidateregistration
points that were identified as being unacceptablyout of registrationwith the other points were
removed from the list. The list of wells assembled in Step ld, Item 2 (those having "known"
locations in both coordinatesystems but from sources other than survey sheets) were then
t-ansformed by CTRANS for self-validationand to help validate marginalcandidateregistration
points.

4.

Final registration points used as CTRANS input data. The final sets of registrationpoints
resulting from Step 3 were then assembled as the sets of referencepoints to be used by
CTRANS to perform the coordinatetransformationsof the list of wells developed in Step lc for
each local coordinatesystem/datum. The resultingsets of registrationpoints can be used to
calculate WCS83S coordinatesfor any Hanford Site point location for which the location is
known in one of the local coordinate systems. Appendix A shows, for each local coordinate
system/datum, the numberof registration points used and two measures (averageand root-meansquare error) of the accuracyof the registrationpoint set as determined by the validation process
described in Step 3 above.

Additional details of this general approachare presentedin Section 5, "Preparation and
Evaluation of Location Data to Supportthe TransformationAlgorithm," and Section 6, "Verification
and Validation of the CTRANS Programand the Well LocationData."

"

I
4.0 Coordinate Transformation Method and
CTRANS Program Outputs
t.

'

The CTRANS (Coordinate TRANSformation) computer program was developed, tested, and
applied to the conversion of the coordinates of Hanford Site wells from the various local coordinate
systems to WCS83S. The program's transformation algorithm is based on the use of registration
points (points for which the location is known in both the source and destination coordinate systems)
from which transformation coefficients are calculated and applied to the source coordinates of the
points to be transformed. CTRANS performs a localized transformation for each target point to be
converted by selecting an appropriate subset of "nearest-neighbor" registration points from among the
set of available registration points. CTRANS performs both a three-point (affine) and a two-point
(uniform scaling) transformation for verification and comparison. The affine transformation results
are selected for output if the spatial relationships among the three points meet specific cr2teria (e.g.,
non-colinearity) designed to ensure the accuracy of the transformation. If those criteria are not met,
the results of the two-point transformation are selected for output. Appendix C contains detailed
descriptions of the transformation equations and result selection criteria used by CTRANS (C1),
descriptions of the input and output file formats (C2), instructions for operating the program (C3), the
software test plan and test results (C4, C5), comments from a peer review of the transformation
algorithm (C6), and a FORTRAN source listing of the Unix workstation version of the program (C7).
CTRANS needs to be run only once to transform a set of point locations from the same source
coordinate system/datum. The program creates three output files:
*

Log File of Transformation Information: This automatically created log file records information relevant to the transformations, such as the registration points selected and used to transform
each target point, and the results of both the three-point and two-point transformations.

*

Well Names and Coordinates: CTRANS also creates a summary file of well names and
corresponding WCS83S coordinates that can be used to build a Geographic Information System
(GIS) map file.

•

Database Loader Input File: CTRANS
database loader program to load the well
database tables. CTRANS also writes to
source of the loaded coordinates for each

creates a specially formatted file that can be used by a
coordinates into the appropriate fields of the HEIS
the loader file a numeric code to indicate the data
well or point location.

5.0 Preparation and Evaluation of Loation Data to
Support the Transformation Algorithm
¢t

This chapterdescribes the process used to evaluate source data and select registrationpoint
locations neededas inputto the coordinatetransformationalgorithm.
o.

5.1 Sources of Well Coordinates and Identification of ProbableErrors
Multiple sources of information exist on the location of Hanford Site wells. Historical survey
data sheets, where available, are generally a reliable source of coordinates for site wells. Some of the
well surveys were performedin only one coordinatesystem, while others were done in two or more
coordinate systems. Electronic(computer)databasesare another source of well location information.
However, these databasesgenerally contain no supportinglocation referenceor verification information such as a survey sheet numberand date or otherindicationof the source and estimated accuracy
of the stored coordinatevalues.
The two major on-site databases that containwell location informationare HEIS and
WELLDOX. The HartfordEnvironmentalInformationSystem (HEIS) is a large relationaldatabase
that maintainsand providesaccess to comprehensiveinformationon HartfordSite environmental
monitoring activities and laboratoryanalysis results (WestinghouseHanfordCompany 1990).
WELLDOX is a generic name u_ed to refer to a collection of data tables stored in the Paradox
database system on the Hartfordpersonalcomputernetwork(WELLDOX is a noncertified well
constructiondatabase maintained by the WHC EnvironmentalField Services group). WELLDOX
contains well maintenance and survey informationand a host of other miscellaneous informationon
HartfordSite wells. In both databases,the majority of well locations are given in only one coordinate
system. Some are given in two systems, usually WCS83S and Plant coordinates or one of the other
local coordinatesystems. Many Hartfordwells have locational data storedin both HEIS and
WELLDOX.

"

Systematic comparisons of entries by well name in the two databases and comparisons with
available survey data sheets resulted in the identification of discrepancies in the locations of some
wells. In addition, a number of probable errors in coordinate data values were identified during the
transformationprocess. Some of the discrepancies have been resolved, while others require further
investigation and in some cases may require re-surveying the wells in question. Appendix B includes
three lists of well location anomalies: B1, a list of wells for which databasediscrepancies or
indicated errors have been resolved; B2, a list of wells for which resolution of discrepancies or
probable errors is still in progress as of the date of this report; and B3, a list of wells for which the
WCS83S coordinates obtained from a recent U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) survey
exhibited significant differences (5 meters or more) from the WCS83S coordinates obtained from the
CTRANS transformationof the local coordinates. It is assumed that the local system coordinate data
values are inaccurate for these latter wells.

11

5.2 Selection of Registration Points
For each local coordinate system and datum on the Hanford Site, the set of candidate registration
points included all point locations of any type (wells, survey monuments, etc.) for which reliable
locational data sources (i.e., survey sheets) were available in both local and WCS83S coordinate
systems. Because there was a lack of available 600 Area (site-wide) Plant-to-WCS83S candidate
registration points in some remote areas of the site, reported results from a number of older (1984-85)
surveys that used the NAD27 datum were included in the set of candidate registration points after
applying the NADCON conversion algorithm (Environmental Systems Research Institute 1991) to
convert NAD27 feet to NAD83 meters. The use of the NAD27 datum and NADCON conversion
algorithm was observed to result in a non-uniform shift of the coordinates of these points of up to
approximately 0.5 meters relative to the registration points that were surveyed directly in WCS83S
(NAD83) coordinates. This shift then introduces a proportional error in the transformation of points
that use one or more of these NAD27 surveyed wells as registration points.
There were three general criteria or methods used to screen potential registration points. The
first method involved the creation, plotting, and visual inspection of a map of the potential registration points. The wells to be converted were also plotted on the map by using ,in approximate localto-WCS83S conversion algorithm. By overlaying the registration point coverage and the preliminary
well coverage map onto the Hanford base maps, the spatial distribution of registration points in relation to that of the wells to be converted was visually evaluated to insure that the reference points
provided adequate coverage of the area containing the wells. These maps also provided a means to
easily identify groups of two or more registration points that were in close proximity to one another,
relative to the spatial distribution of the set of points as a whole. All but one of the points within
each of these clusters were then removed by applying the second selection criteria: indicated precision and accuracy of the reported survey results. Where distinguishable, the surveyed point with the
best accuracy or precision was retained from each cluster. If there was no obvious "best" point, then
the selection of the registration point to retain was made arbitrarily.
The final screening method involved an algorithmic verification of the candidate registration
points with respect to one another. The CTRANS program was run using the set of potential
registration points as both the reference set and the conversion set. Each registration point thus had
its local coordinates transformed to WCS83S using the nearest registration points (not including
itself). These transformed coordinates were compared to the surveyed WCS83S coordinates of each
point. Any significant discrepancies, presumably due to inaccuracy, imprecision, and/or registration
to different datums, could be attributable to either the target point and/or to one or more of the
"nearest neighbor" registration points. By examining the various combinations of these crossregistrations, it was usually possible to isolate the source of the discrepancies to one or more surveyed
points. These questionable points were then removed from the list of registration points and added to
a list of wells or other surveyed points requiring further verification. This self-transformation process
was then repeated until all remaining points registered acceptably well (generally within one meter).

12
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6.0

Verification and Validation of the CTRANS
Program and the Well Location Data

¢J

The following definitions of verification and validation are assumed for this report.
•

Software verification is a process used to determine that the software accurately performs the
functions described in its documentation. Software validation is a process used to determine that
the results produced by the software constitute an acceptably true representation of the real
world.

•

Data verification is the process used to determine that data stored in the computer or presented
to the user are identical or equivalent (within acceptable precision) to the data obtained from the
data source. Data validation is the process used to determine that the data collection instruments
and processes have provided data which are an acceptably true representation or measurement of
the real world.

°

Given these definitions and the purpose of the current input data and software--which is to
transform local coordinates of generally unknown accuracy to WCS83S--it is impossible to ascertain
the validity of the transformation results. In other words, it is impossible to determine the accuracy
of the output data when the accuracy of the input data is unknown. What can be estimated, however,
are the additional errors introduced by the transformation process itself. We can also compute estimated measures of the location errors of wells in a given area by comparing the transformed local
coordinates to the WCS83S coordinates obtained from the most accurate survey data available for
surveyed wells in that area.
The estimated well coordinate accuracy measures will be stored along with the WCS83S well
coordinates in the HEIS database, Lineage information for the well coordinate transformations will
also be entered into HEIS, including a reference to this report.
The following sections describe the verification and validation of the CTRANS software program
and the verification and validation of the Hanford well location data.

6.1 Software Verification and Validation

°

f

A software test plan was written for the CTRANS coordinate transformation program. This test
plan (Appendix C4) was used by an independent tester to test the operation of CTRANS. The
CTRANS program and algorithms were verified by running the program against a test registration
set. This was done by plotting a set of points on a coordinate grid and then performing a known
translation, rotation, and scaling of the points by hand calculations to obtain transformed coordinates
in a new coordinate system. The original and manually transformed coordinates were then input to
CTRANS as both the registration set and the conversion set. Each point was transformed by
CTRANS using the other points as registration points. The coordinates calculated by CTRANS were
then compared to the translated, rotated, and scaled coordinates obtained by hand calculation. The

13

tester's report is included as Appendix C5. The report indicates that the tested CTRANS algorithm is
free of errors and that the program performs as documented in the CTRANS user manual
(Appendix C3).
The CTRANS algorithm has been submitted to a PNL internal peer review. The reviewers'
comments are summarized in Appendix C6. The reviewers recognized the difficulty of calculating a
reliable set of WCS83S coordinates for the Hanford wells, given the lack of adequate information on
the accuracy and reliability of the local coordinate data for many of the wells. The reviewers found
the CTRANS algorithm to be mathematically correct. The application of the algorithm to the conversion of Hanford well coordinates was deemed to be appropriate for the purpose of supplying the best
available WCS83S coordinate values, provided that information regarding the quality of the input data
is included with the reported results.

,,

"

6.2 Data Verification, Validation, and Error Estimation
This section discusses the verification and validation of the Hartford well location data, including
WCS83S coordinates derived from mathematical transformations as well as WCS83S data obtained
directly from surveys and other sources. The purpose of the verification and validation effort is to
provide people who use the data with reformation on the accuracy of the Hanford well coordinates.
The verification and validation plan for site well location data is supplied in Appendix D 1.
Unless there is a survey sheet with closure information, there is no way to directly estimate the
accuracy of a well location. The best one can hope to do is to estimate the average error for a group
of wells within the same locality or area, and use the average error as an estimate for the local
coordinate error of each well in the area.
The errors in a surveyed well's local coordinates were estimated by comparing the values of the
transformed (local to WCS83S) coordinates to the surveyed WCS83S values. Historical surveys
performed by Kaiser Engineers Hanford (KEH) were used for the initial accuracy estimations. Most
of the KEH surveys were done in both the local coordinate system and WCS83S. More recently, the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has begun resurveying a large number of wells on
the Hanford site using high-precision Global Positioning System (GPS) equipment. These surveys
produce WCS83S coordinates only, using the NAD83/1991 adjusted datum. Phases I and II of these
surveys were completed in early 1993. The results of these initial USACE surveys were used to
verify existing WCS83S well coordinate data and to provide accuracy estimates for wells that
previously had only undocumented and unverified local coordinate data.
In the following sections, the transformed coordinates are compared to the KEH and USACE
surveys described above to produce arithmetic average and root-mean-square (RMS) distance error
measures. The final section of this data verification and validation discussion describes a visual
verification effort by PNL and WHC personnel who are familiar with onsite well locations.
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6.2.1

..

"

Comparison

of Transformed

Coordinates

to KEH Surveys

Table 2 shows, for each of the Hartford areas and datums, the arithmetic average transformation
error and the RMS transformation error calculated for the set of wells for which KEH survey data
were available in both local and WCS83S coordinate systems. These error measures were computed
from the differences between the transformed local coordinates and the surveyed WCS83S coordinates
for each well. For 600 area wells surveyed in Plant coordinates, the average error was 0.631 meters
and the RMS error was 1.255 meters. For all other areas and datums, the average error ranged
between 0.016 and 0.256 meters, and the RMS error ranged between 0.017 and 0.533 meters. These
error measures provide an indication of the consistency and adequacy of the registration points used in
the coordinate transformations for each area/datum. The transformation errors were higher for the
600 area wells because they are distributed across the entire Hanford site and many of them are
located some distance (e.g. several miles) from the nearest available registration points.
It should be noted that the small errors identified with the registration sets (see Appendix A) are
somewhat misleading because wells that exhibited large deviations in the transformed versus surveyed
WCS83S coordinates were considered to be "problem" wells and were excluded from the registration
set. This was done because the primary purpose of the registration set is to produce reliable
transformations. Lists of wells for which probable coordinate errors or other problems were
identified are included in Appendix B.
6.2.2

Comparison

of Transformed

Coordinates

to USACE

Surveys

In May 1993 the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) made available the results of
recent surveys of selected Hanford wells. The USACE survey results (WCS83S coordinates only) are
well documented and have closure information that indicate survey accuracies to within a centimeter.

Table 2. Measures of Transformation Errors by Area/Datum
(Comparison with KEH Survey Data)

Area/Datum
100-B/C/Plant Coord. Datum
100-D/DR/Plant Coord. Datum
100-F/Plant Coord. Datum
100-H/100-H Coord. Datum
100-K/100-K Coord. Datum
100-N/100-N Coord. Datum
200-E/Plant Coord. Datum
200-W/Plant Coord. Datum
300/1100/Richland Coord. Datum
600/Plant Coord. Datum

Average
error, meters
0.024
0.230
0.183
0.161
0.256
0.016
0.121
0.115
0.115
0.631

15

RMS
error, meters
0.031
0.413
0.273
0.273
0.533
0.017
0.222
0.147
0.339
1.255

Number of
wells in set
24
40
19
15
10
16
118
106
34
113

For each of the Hanford areas, we selected a random sample of USACE surveyed wells for
which we previously had only local coordinate data. We compared the USACE results to the
WCS83S coordinates transformed from the original Hanford coordinates using CTRANS and the
registration sets for each of the Hanford area/datum combinations. The average and RMS errors
from this comparison are listed in Table 3. These errors were on the order of 1 to 2 meters or less
for all areas except the 100-F, 100-K, and 600 areas. High average and RMS errors combined with a
relatively high ratio of RMS to average error (on the order of 1.5 or more) indicate that most of the
error is contributed by a few wells with poorly estimated local coordinates. In the case of the 100-K
area, all eight included wells appear to have poorly estimated Plant coordinates.
•

For wells in the 100-F area, the error measures were 14.3 meters (average) and 30.9 meters
(RMS), almost entirely contributed by two of the nine wells.

•

For the eight wells with Plant coordinates in the 100-K area, the corresponding error measures
were 148 meters and 237 meters. There were no wells in the 100-K area that had only 100-K
grid coordinates.

•

For the "local-coordinates-only" wells in the 600 area, the average error and RMS error
measures were 14.3 and 34.8 meters respectively, as computed from a random sample of the
USACE-surveyed 600 area wells. Again, the error measures are primarily contributed by
inaccuracies in the local (plant) coordinates for a small number of wells. Four of the fifteen
wells in the 600 Area sample set have errors greater than 10 meters.

,,

If it is assumed that the sample sets used were reasonably representative, the error measures
listed in Table 3 can be used as a rough measure of the accuracy of all "local-coordinates-only" wells
in the respective areas for the indicated local coordinate system/datum.

Table 3. Measures of Local Coordinate Data Errors by Area/Datum
(Comparison with USACE Survey Data)

Area/Datum
100-B/C/Plant Coord. Datum
100-D/DR/Plant Coord. Datum
100-F/Plant Coord. Datum
100-H/100-H coord. Datum
100-K/Plant Coord. Datum
100-N/100-N Coord. Datum
100-N/Plant Coord. Datum
200-E/Plant Coord. Datum
200-W/Plant Coord. Datum
300/1 lO0/Richland Coord. Datum
600/Plant Coord. Datum

Average
..error, meters

RMS
error, meters

Number of
wells in set

0.299
0.740
14.266
0.407
147.976
0.339
2.082
0.520
1.700
0.391
14.295

O.300
0.948
30.936
0.631
237.301
0.364
2.131
0.612
2.865
0.445
34.825

11
4
9
27
8
54
17
15
15
52
15
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6.2.3

'

Visual Verification

of Well Locations

In an effort to obtain additional verification information, the well location data points were
plotted on base maps of buildings, roads, fences, and other recognizable features at various scales for
each of the Hanford areas. The appropriate maps were then given to PNL and WHC personnel who
are familiar with the locations of wells in a particular region of the Hartford Site, and these people
were asked to examine the maps and determine if the wells with which they are familiar appeared to
be plotted in the correct location relative to the base map features. For wells that appeared to be
improperly located, each verifier was asked to mark the corrected location on the map. The list of
persons that responded in this verification exercise and the information requested from them are listed
in Appendix D2. Table 4 summarizes the results of the visual verification effort.
The large number of "improperly located wells" in the 600 area is most probably due to the low
accuracy of the 600 area base maps. The maps used were derived from USGS maps digitized by
Austin-McDaniels.
The same maps are currently reproduced from USGS DLG files. However,
USGS makes no warranties as to the accuracy of these DLG data.
The improperly located wells were added to the lists of wells with discrepancies included in
Appendix B. The improperly named wells and the wells with changed names are listed in Table 5.
The additional wells identified by the verifiers were added to the list of wells for which we have not
been able to find coordinate data (Appendix B5).

Table 4. Well Location Visual Verification Summary
100-B/C 100-D/DR 100-F 109-H 100-K 100-N 200-E 200-W 300/1100 600 Total
Improperlylocatedwells
3
0
1
1
2
1
3
2
0
29(a) 42
(est. error > 10meters)
Improperlynamedwells
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
8
12
Namechange(verifier
0
6
0
0
4
6
1
0
0
0
17
lookedfor well under
anothername)
Additionalwells identified 0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
3
5
(not includedin current
list/coverage)
(a) May beattribt,ted to basemaperrorsfor somewells. Thesewellswill be re-verifiedwith correctedbasemaps.
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Table 5. Wells with Improperor ChangedName
Name Used
UN-100N-17

ProperWell Name
199-N-85

1322-N

199-N-86

116-N-2

199-N-87

120-N-2

199-N-89

South Pond

199-N-88

119-N

199-N-84

199-91-43

699-96-43

199-93-46

699-91-46A

199-93-49B

699-93-48A

199-96-49

699-96-49

199-97-43

699-97-43

199-97-51A

699-97-51A

199-98-49A

699-98-49A

116-D-6

199-D5-25

116-D-9

199-D5-26

132-D-3

199-D5-28

116-D-3

199-D5-23

116-D-4

199-D5-24

130-D-1

199-D5-27

116--K-1

199-K-40

116-K-2

199-K-41

116-KE-4A

199-K-39

116-KW-3A

199-K-38

116-F-1A

116-F-3

11-B-5

116-B-5

116-B-1

116-B-1B

299-E29-PVC

299-E29-53

299-E25-170

299-E25-14

BG-DP-7

699-S37-E11E
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7.0 Site Issues

"

,

The systematic review of all of the Hanford well locations produced an interesting side effect:
recognition of the need for clarification of what constitutes a "Hanford well" and the need for an
accounting of all known wells that meet the agreed-upon definition. The current HEIS definition of a
well is rather broad, akin to a "measurement point," and could be interpreted as "a point location on
the earth's surface from which soil or other materials at or beneath that point have been collected or
measured for scientific study or other purposes."
Piezometer tubes inside wells are also included in HEIS and are given a separate name formed
by appending a single letter (O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, or V) to the name of the parent well. Appendix B4 provides a list of the names of known piezometer tubes. The total number of wells and
piezometer tubes for which we currently have coordinates is 3919.
We have identified the names of 540 additional wells for which we presently do not have
horizontal coordinate data. The names of these wells are listed in Appendix B5. Six of these "wells"
are soil sample locations.
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Appendix A
Summary of Well Coordinate Conversion Results

Appendix A
Summary of Well Coordinate Data and Conversion Results
#

300/
100-B

100-D

100..KE

/C

/DR

100-F

200-

1100/

10(Y,N East

West

3000

5

15

4

1

14

7

737

880

125

936

2724

WCS83S coordinate data only _*_

6

0

1

Number of wells with both local and
WCS83S coordinate data sources _'°

13

6

4

l

0

55

3

89

24

36

28

37

19

79

130

149

59

282

843

in one or more coordinate systenu_ '_

35

51

33

51

39

90

868

1029

239

1221

3656

Number of points in registration
point set (Local coord, system) _

See
600
Area

See
600
Area

See
600
Area

7

9

4

224

--

100K

100-N

See
600
Area

11

100-H 0_

See
600
Area

Rich.

Planto*

Average transformation error
(meters), registration points

--

--

--

0.015

0.044

0.010

--

--

0.181

0.305

--

RMS transformation error (meters),
registration points

100-H

/KW

200-

400/
600

Total

f

Number of wellswithsourcesof
local coordinate

data onl3/'°

Number of wells with sources of

Total no. of wells with location data

--

--

--

0.017

0.069

0.010

--

--

0.399

0.779

w

Average transformation error
(meters),KEH-surveyed0otaland
WCS83S) Wells _'_

0.024

0.230

0.183

0.161

0.256

0.016

0.121

0.115

0.115

0.631

--

RMS transformation error (meters),
KEH-surveyed (local and WCSS_S)
WeUs_._

0.031

0.413

0.273

0.273

0.533

0.017

0.222

0.147

0.339

1.255

--

coordinate data discrepancies

0

0

0

0

I

0

1

0

0

10

12

Number of wells recently resurveyed
by USACE (1992 thru 08/31/1993)

11

4

10

27

14

71

50

80

53

173

493

4

4

3

4

3

0

122

60

6

334

540

piezometer tubes

1

0

0

1

0

10

8

10

0

92

122

Number of piezometer tubes

7.

0

0

4

0

34

19

37

0

289

385

Number of wells with unresolved

Number of wells with no coordinate
dat._ (name only)
Number of wells that contain

,,

(a) Well counts do not include piezometer tubes
(b) 600 Area Plant coordinate registration point
surveyed locations that used the 100-H Area
(c) Includes wel:s that were used as registration

contained within a parent well.
set includes survey markers and surveyed wells in all Hanford areas, excluding
Plant coordinate datum.
points and other wells surveyed in both local and WCS83S coordimtes.
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Appendix B
Hanford Wells - Special Lists

Appendix B
Hanford Wells - Special Lists
Co

B1. Resolved Well Location Source Errors
q

Coordinate Type:

Coordinate

P = Plant coordinates
L = Lambert NAD83 (WCS83S)
N = 100-N Area coordinates

Source:

coordinates

H = HEIS (Hanford Environmental Information System)
WS = WELLSURV (WELLDOX well survey database)
HW = HANWELLS (WELLDOX well construction/maintenance
USACE

* indicates coordinate

= U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers

database)

1993 survey data

or well name in error

Well

Coordinate

Name

Type/Source

E/W Coord.

N/S Coord.

Comments/Resolution

-52778.8*
573847.09*

91988.2
151586.76*

KEH survey 06/18/92:
-52615.6, 91988.2
573818.59, 151515.74

69916.9
69930*

KEH survey 12/17/92:
-82003.5, 69916.9

116-D-2
(199-D5-22)

P
L

WS
WS

199-B5-1

P
P

H,WS
HW

199-D5-16

P
P

H
WS

-52290.2
-52906.2*

92436
92436

KEH survey 06/18/92:
-52290.2, 92436.2
(WS: E/W same as D5-17)

199-D5-20

P
P

H
WS

-54510.0
54.51"

93680.7
93680.7

KEH survey 06/18/92:
-54510.0, 93680.7

199-D8-4

P

WS

-53828.9

92876.7*

KEH survey 05/14/92:
-53828.9, 93876.7

199-D8-5

L

WS

573621.11"

152364.56*

KFA4 survey 05/14/92:
573537.39, 152243.73
(WS: Coords. same as D8-55)

199-F5-45

L

WS

580841.44"

147684.16

KEH survey 02/24/93:
580706.99, 147684.16
(WS: E/W same as F5-46)

199-H4-2

P
P

H
HW

199-N-70

N

H

-82003.5
-82000"

•
-38580.2
-38565*
-8374.5*

B.1

95199.5
95200

KEH survey 08/29/86:
-38580.2, 95199.5

8374.5

KEH survey 09/26/88:
-4413.6, 8374.5

BI.

Well

Coordinate

Name

Type/Source

(contd)

E/W Coord.

N/S Coord.
5272.7*
5275.7

Comments/Resolution

199-N-73

N
N

H
WS

-5779.1
-5779.1

299-E24-17

P
P

H,HW
WS

-49070.4
-50024.3*

299-E25-170

P

H,HW

-65000*

41640*

New name for 299-E25-14,
located at -46650, 41600

299-E25-2

P
P

H,I-IW
WS

-47190*
-47175.1

41270*
41265.5

KEH survey 09/17/90:
-47175.1, 41265.5

299-E25-3

P
P

H,HW
WS

299-E27-1

P
P

H,WS
HW

T_9-_27-13

L

WS

299-E27-16

P
P

H,HW
WS

-51544
-56056*

44897
44897

KEH survey 04/19/90:
-51544, 44897

299-E27-18

P
P

H
WS

-51150
-51510*

44745.6
44745.6

KEH survey 08/12/92:
-51150, 44745.6

299-E27-7

P
P

H
WS,HW

-48150*
-48132.0

43100*
43097.6

KEH survey 09/17/90:
-48132.0, 43097.6

299-E28-85

P

H,HW

-55102

48672*

N/S should be 43672

299-E33-18

P
P

H,WS
HW

-52854.4
-52825"

45626.5
45624*

KEH survey 10/27/92:
-52854.5, 45626.5

299-E33-8

P
P

H
WS,HW

-53850
-53850.9

45840*
45832.4

KEH survey 09/17/90:
-53850.9, 45832.4

299-E33-9

P
P

H,HW
WS

-53285*
-53287.7

45960*
45955.3

KEH survey 09/17/90:
-53287.7, 45955.3

299-W10-3

P
P

H,HW
WS

-75980*
-75985.1

43348*
43349.2

KEH survey 09/11/90:
-75985.1, 43349.2

299-W11-12

P
P

H,HW
WS

-75340*
-75345.9

43098*
43119.3

KEH survey 09/1 "/90:
-75345.9, 43119.3

299-Wll-24

P
P

H,HW
WS

-75416*
-75390.2

43716*
43581.0

KEH survey 09/11/90:
-75390.2, 43581.0

299-W14-1

P
P

H,HW
WS

-75261.5
-75261.5

299-W14-8"

-

HW

.

KEH survey12/11/91:
-5779.1, 5275.7
lp

39308.8
39330.7*

-46960.04
-49960.04*

KEH survey 10/28/88:
49070.4, 39308.8
(WS: Coords. same as E24-18)

39980.26
39980.26

HEIS location consistent with
other 299-E25- wells

-50447.6
-50440"

42833.1
42833

KEH survey 12/08/92:
-50447.6, 42833.1

575065.1

136498.5*

KEH survey 01/04/90:
575065.1, 136489.5

42159.1
45159.1"

Transformed HEIS coords, agree
with USACE WCS83S coords.
Named 299-W14-8B in HEIS

B.2

BI.

,

Well

Coordinate

Name

Type/Source

E/W Coord.

N/S Coord.
39930
41041.4*
135968.950*

Comments/Resolution

299-W15-9

P
P
L

H,HW
WS
WS

-75890
-77771.8"
566189.380*

299-W15-94"

P

H,HW

-75890

299-W18-96

P
L

H,HW
USACE

-76790*
566435.228

38825
135293.826

E/W coord, same as W18-97;
Transform result w/E/W = -76970
agrees with USACE WCS83S survey

299-W19-31

L
L

H
WS

566897.00
566896.55*

135127.48
135009.29*

KEH survey 4/1/91:
566897.00, 135127.48
(WS: Coords. same as W19-32)

299-W19-90

P
P

H,HW
WS

299-W22-42

P
P

H
WS,HW

73079.6*
-73079.6

299-W6-12

L
L

H
WS

566915.91
574176.16"

137635.3
137581.78"

KEH survey 08/07/92:
566915.91, 137635.30

399-3-9

L
L

H
WS

594504.7
594213.95*

115918.19
115918.19

KEH survey 08/10/92:
594504.7, 115918.19

399-8-5C

L
L

H
WS

593386.23
594161.02"

116573.92
116573.92

KEH survey 01/23/92:
593386.23, 116573.92
(corrected from 1/8/92)

499-SI-8D

P

H,HW

-712"

-1295

699-06-006*

P
L

WS
WS

60011
141764.25

60001.6
571788.71

Same coords, as 699-60-60
(record should be deleted)

699-06-057*

P
L

WS
WS

60350.4
141870.61

56604.9
572623.65

Same coords, as 699-60-57
(record should be deleted)

699-10-3C

P

H,HW

-3350

1015"

N/S should be 10150

699-10-54B

P

H

-53687

10125

E/W should be -53687

P

HW

53687*

10125

699-12-1K

P

H,HW

-1100

18800*

699-16-E5

P

H,HW

470*

16300

E/W should be 4700

699-17-3

P

H,HW

2500*

16600

E/W should be -2500

,

t.

(contd)

-73341*
-72342.23

39930

Transformed HEIS Plant coords.
agree with USACE surveyed
WCS83S coords. (1993):
566763.345, 135631.362
(WS: P,L coords, same as W15-19)
Coords. same as W15-9;
299-W15-94 is a previous name for
well 299-W 15-9

37553
37551.05

Transform result w/WS coords.
agrees with USACE WCS83S survey

36052.7
36052.7

E/W should be -73079.6

B.3

F3W should be -7120

N/S should be 11880
(consistent w/ 12-1H and 12-1J)

B1.

Well

Coordinate

Name

Tvve/Source

(contd)

E/W Coord,.,

N/S Coord.

Comments/Resolution

699-18-E3B

P
P

H
HW

2600
26000*

17700
17700

E/W should be 2600

699-18-E8

P
P

H
HW

7830
78300*

18400
18400

E/W should be 7830

699-22-70
(O,P,Q)

P
L

H,HW
USACE

699-36-E3

P
P

H
HW

2890
-2890"

35506
35506

E/W should be 2890

699-37-E1

P
P

H
HW

1273
-1273"

36953
36953

E/W should be 1273

699-37-25

P
P

H
HW

-248510"
-24851

37305
37305

E/W should be -24851

699-48-77B

P

H

47590

E/W should be -77013.3

699-5-E6

P

H,HW

-6100"

5200

699-54-18B

P
P

H
HW

-17700
17700*

54100
54100

E/W should be -17700

699-55-50B

P

H,HW

-5000"

54900

E/W should be -50000

699-55-55

P
P
L
L

WS
HW
H,WS
USACE

-54641
-55000*
573227.11
573227.56

699-59-100"

P

H,I-IW

-100659

58919

Same coords, as 699-59-101;
699-59-100 is a previous name for
699-59-101

699.60-53F

P
P

H
HW

-52760
52760*

60334
60334

E/W should be -52760

699-7-E1A

P

H,HW

-500"

6800

E/W should be 500

699-7-E2

P

H,HW

2100

-7400"

N/S should be 7400

699-8-E3A*

P

H,HW

2000

7550

699-9-E5A

P
P

H
HW

5112
51120"

9148
9148

-69259
568798.297

19810*
130165.727

77013.3*

54669*
55000*
140149.99
140150.54

_,

Transform result w/N/S - 21981
agrees with USACE WCS83S survey

E/W should be 6100

KEH survey 01/21/92:
P: -54641, 54669*
L: 573227.11, 140149.99
Transformations indicate Plant N/S
should be 54699

Same coords, as 699-8-E2A;
8-E2A and 8-E3A have same
formei, well name (IB-SP-10)
E/W should be 5112

¢t

B.4

BI.

*.,

Well

Coordinate

Name

Type/Source

699-96-49
"*

(contd)

E/W Coord.

N/S Coord.

Comments/Resolution

P
P
P
P

H,WS
HW
H,HW
H,HW

-49215.6
-49232*
-49232*
-49232*

96384.9
96388*
96388*
96388*

KEH Survey 01/11/93:
-49215.6, 96384.9
(Piezometers O and P should
have same loc. as parent well)

699-96-52

P
P

H,WS
HW

-51526.6
-51568*

95966
95982*

KEH Survey 01/11/93:
-51526.6, 95966.0

699-96-52P

P

H,HW

-51568*

95982*

(Piezometer P should have same
loc. as parent well)

699-97-43

P
P
P
P

H,WS
HW
H,HW
H,HW

97132. I
97143*
97143*
97143*

KEH Survey 01/11/93:
-43240.8, 97132.1
(Piezometers O and P should
have same loc. as parent well)

699-S22-E9B

P
P

H
WS

-9027.0*
9027.8

-22210
-22210

E/W should be 9027.8

699-$22-E9C

P
P

H
WS

-9004.2*
9004.2

-22222.3
-22222.3

E/W should be 9004.2

699-$34-E15
(3099-45-16)

P

HW

699-$36-12B*

L

H

699-96-490
699-96-49P

699-97-430
699-97-43P

-43240.8
-43241
-43241
-43241

14780*

-34269*

593718.086

112500.972

B.5

KEH survey 01/23/92:
14957.2, -34262.9
Correct name is 699-S36-EI2B

B2.

Unresolved

Well Location Source Discrepancies

and Probable

Errors

Coordinate Type:

P = Plant coordinates
L = Lambert NAD83 (WCS83S) coordinates

Coordinate Source:

H - HEIS (l-lanford Environmental Information System)
WS = WELLSURV (W LLDOX well survey database)
HW = HANWELLS (WELLDOX well construction/maintenance database)
Y

* indicates coordinate or well name suspected to be in error
Well

Coordinate

Name

Type/Source

tJW Coord.

N/S Coord.

199-K-12
199-K-13

P
P

H,HW
H

-68803
-68803*

76104
76104*

299-E25-181

P

H,HW

-77040"

41685

• .,°,.......,.,.,,..,,.,..,°,...,,..,,.,.....,..,.°,.....,...

°...,.,.,.,°...,...,°.,

°.....°.,°,...,,...,,....

,...,°...,.....,.,,,

Comments
K-12, K-13: same plant coords.;
Transformed K-13 coords, do not agree
with USACE WCS83S survey (see
Appendix B3)

E/W not in or near 200-East
(E/W = -47O40 7)
_______________._____.________...._____________________________.__.___.____._____________.______.________,

699-8-8A

P

H,HW

-8167"

8319"

Same coords, as 699-8-8B
(Seismic shot hole - abandoned)

699-8-8B

P

H,HW

-8167"

8319"

Same coords, as 699-8-8A
(Seismic shot hole - abandoned)

699-13-E14"

P

H,HW

13573

0*

Name, N/S not consistent
CE/W coords match 699-2-E14)

699-19-E9

P

H,HW

9400

1900"

Name, N/S not consistent
(N/S = 190007)

699-4-E16"

P

H,HW

15500

5875*

Name, N/S not consistent
(699-6-E16: 15500, 5890)
.,.°..,,.......,..,..,,.,,,.,,,,..........,........,,.......°.°...°°...,.....,°......,..,..,.......,.,,.,

.°....,,.........,°

,,°.,°.,..,.,,..°....,.,

699-48-77A*

.,.,.

,,,,..,..,...

°.,,.......**°

......,.,

..°,...°..,..,.,..,.,...°..°,,,..,.,,,

......,

P
L
P,L

H
H
WS

-77020
47602.7
566413.57
137969.02
(P,L same as above)

GW well; KEH 10/7/92 rev of
6/22/92 survey indicates name
changed from 48-77A to 48-77B

699-48-77A*
.,.,.....,......°..,....................,........,

P
L
P,L

H
H
WS,.....,

(-)77013.3
47590
566415.60
137965 15
(P,L
same
as
above)
..... ..°... ..... . ..... ........,,..,...
..... .....,
...,.,
°.,.

Abandoned; KEH 10/7/92 rev of
6/22/92 survey indicates name
changed
from 48-77 to 48-77A
..,,..,...,........................,...,............,..°
..,..,.......,...,.,,.....,.....

699-80-62

P

H,HW

-62000

81900"

Name, N/S not consistent

699-S0-112A*

P
P

H
HW

-115651*
-115650*

-3017"
-3017"

Name not consistent with either E/W
or N/S coord

699-S0-112B*

P
P

H
HW

-115608*
-115610*

-3012"
-3012"

Name not consistent with either E/W
or N/S coord

699-48-77B*
699-48-77B*

.. .........

........,.,.

........

°

C

B6

B3. USACE Surveyed Wells With Erroneous Local Coordinates
Wells with > 5 meters difference between surveyed and transformed locations:
-

Transformed Local Coords.
Well Name

1,

,,

...... E/W

.

N/S

USACE WCS83S Survey
E/W

N/S ....

Difference
(meters)

199-F5-4
199-F5-7

580522.448
580385.142

147594.137
147664.261

580583.190
580356.369

147533.731
147685.179

85.665
35.573

199-K-13

568894.708

146661.291

569037.727

146682.130

144.529

199-K-19

569442.825

147241.012

569458.517

147386.640

146.471

199-K-20

569708.318

147699.168

569520.516

147687.239

188.180

199-K-23

569137.899

147240.134

569081.848

146635.800

606.928

199-K-27

569139.303

146752.254

569155.956

146763.797

20.262

199-K-28

569121.052

146736.955

569171.711

146772.768

62.040

199-K-29

569207.824

146782.944

569205.075

146790.128

7.692

199-K-30

569230.693

146783.010

569238.117

146780.961

7.702

299-E13-1

573664.211

134391.218

573655.723

134404.512

15.773

299-E13-3

573619.162

134370.971

573631.949

134361.232

16.073

299-E28-61

573860.708

136824.473

573856.186

136821.099

5.642

299-E33-58

573807.843

137388.388

573797.295

137388.475

10.548

299-W18-12

566440.043

135301.723

_66439.772

135308.001

6.284

299-W18-19

566608.538

135196.392

566610.485

135202.530

6.439

299-W18-20

566586.291

135074.430

566590.085

135081.760

8.254

299-W18-168

566562.750

135360.848

566562.572

135391.142

30.295

299-W18-175

566548.063

135383.368

566547.078

135392.144

8.831

299-W22-75

567603.063

134513.790

567594.191

134490.421

24.996

299-W26-1

566280.348

133582.841

566433.606

133436.036

212.226

699-19-58

572153.393

129251.399

572133.468

129298.752

51.374

699-25-55

573083.351

131206.061

573089.050

131212.146

8.337

699-28-55

573139.100

132017.679

573138.387

132010.950

6.767

699-30-55

573138.895

132628.443

573138.500

132621.578

6.876

699-31-65

569981.254

132776.622

569987.671

132774.881

6.649

699-32-77

566421.901

133156.851

566416.794

133152.488

6.717

699-33-56
699-35-66

572831.555
569855.584

133535.542
134094.040

572922.693
569857.861

133627.235
_34099.244

129.282
5.680

699-38-70

568491.206

135091.062

568500.942

135089.196

9.913

699-39-79

565892.374

135406.356

565890.922

135411.870

5.702

699-40-62

571149.086

135755.557

571164.292

135764.444

17.613

699-44-64

570458.460

136895.838

570390.651

136897.434

67.828

B.7

113. (conut)
Transformed local Coords.
weU Name

E/W

N/S

USACE WCS83S Survey
E/W

N/S

Difference
(meters)
¢,

699-44-70

568508.220

136816.650

568495.347

136805.853

16.801

699-47-60

571513.232

137840.377

571474.380

137968.732

134.106

699-49-57

572539.620

138398.719

572544.276

138389.240

10.561

699-56-43

576760.725

140635.881

576756.291

140627.536

9.450

699-57-25A

582116.731

140799.264

582020.517

140713.313

129.014

699-57-29A

581124.451

140901.906

581133.960

140899.725

9.756

699-57-83A

564584.959

140834.949

564582.814

140825.130

10.051

699-58-24

582510.295

141183.373

582308.824

141345.922

258.868

699-59-80B

565633.106

141578.374

565637.671

141574.964

5.698

699-61-55B

573025.301

141985.613

573010.915

141983.406

14.554

699-61-57

572416.696

142192.995

572608.219

142435.066

308.674

699-61-66

569873.677

142079.799

569787.591

142007.963

112.121

699-63-51

574446.654

142547.499

574446.762

142553.674

6.176

699-63-90

562364.356

142618.818

562367.221

142612.351

7.073

699-65-38

578296.761

143608.281

578466.126

143435.810

241.725

699-65-50

574590.684

143201.414

574590.787

143187.852

13.562

699-65-59A

571910.738

143301.046

571913.723

143278.674

22.570

699-66-103

558546.860

143550.209

558538.772

143553.252

8.642

699-67-98

560003.382

143712.753

559944.001

143714.657

59.412

699-70-68

569037.040

144838.767

569021.847

144845.401

16.578

699-72-88

563201.761

145426.760

563247.287

145359.927

80.866

699-72-98

559907.685

145418.525

559954.498

145429.177

48.010

699-77-54

573377.503

146855.928

573385.973

146854.795

8.545

699-81-38

578172.031

148273.188

578172.347

148241.561

31.629

699-83-36

578887.109

148788.435

578749.270

148715.313

156.033

699-83-47

575505.761

148735.843

575492.044

148705.248

33.529

699-88-41

577223.155

150179.041

577221.545

150333.764

154.731

699-89-35

579120.106

150549.153

579121.737

150543.514

5.870

699-90-34

579408.815

150789.051

579410.129

150782.646

6.538

699-97-47

575439.715

152966.498

575451.610

152953.226

17.822

B.8
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B4. List of Piezometer Wells

*

o

199-B3-2P

199-B3-2Q

199-H4-15CP

199-H4-15CQ

199-H4-15CR

199-H4-15CS

199-N-100

199-N-10P

199-N-120

199-N-12P

199-N-130

199-N-13P

199-N-10

199-N-lP

199-N-1Q

199-N-20

199-N-2P

199-N-2Q

199-N-2R

199-N-30

199-N-3P

199-N-3 Q

199-N-3R

199-N-40

199-N-4P

199-N -4Q

199-N-4R

199-N-4S

199-N -50

199-N-SP

199-N-5Q

199-N-SP

199-N-8Q

199-N-SR

199-N-8S

199-N-ST

199-N-SU

199-N-SV

199-N-90

199-N-9P

299-E 13-200

299-E 13-20P

299-E 13-20Q

299-E 13-20R

299-E 16-1P

299-E 16-1Q

299-E 16-1R

299-E23-20

299-E23-2P

299-E23-2Q

299-E24-SP

299-E25-29P

299-E25-29Q

299-E25-30P

299-E25-30Q

299-E25-32P

299-E25-32Q

299-E27-30

299-E27-3P

299-W11-130

299-W11-13P

299-W11-13Q

299-W11-20

299-W11-2P

299-W11-2Q

299-W11-2R

299-W11-2S

299-W11-2T

299-W14-3P

299-W15-50

299-Wt5-SP

299-W15-5Q

299-W15-5R

299-W15-5S

299-W19-10

299-W19-1P

299-W19-40

299-W19-4P

299-W19-4Q

299-W19-4R

299-W 19-4S

299-W22-110

299-W22-1 lP

299-W22-140

299-W22-14P

299-W22-240

299-W22-24P

299-W22-24Q

299-W22-24R

299-W22-24S

299-W22-24T

299-W22-270

299-W22-27P

299-W22-27Q

299-W22-27R

299-W22-27S

699-10-E120

699-10-E12P

699-10-EI2Q

699-10-EI2R

699-10-E12S

699-12-1P

699-12-1Q

699-12-1R

699-12-1S

699-14-38P

699-14-38Q

699-14-38R

699-14-38S

699-14-E6P

699-14-E6Q

699-14-E6R

699-14-E6S

699-14-E6T

699-15-15AP

699-15-15AQ

699-15-15AR

699-15-15AS

699-15-15AT

699-17-26BP

699-17-26BQ

699-17-26BR

699-17-26CP

699-17-26CQ

699-17-26CR

699-18-25BP

699-18-25BQ

699-18-25BR

699-19-26BP

699-19-26BQ

699-19-58P

699-2-33 AO

699-2-33 AP

699-2-33 AQ

699-2-33 AR

699-20-390

699-20-39P

699-20-39Q

699-20-39R

699-20-39S

699-20-39T

699-20-E120

699-20-E12P

699-20-E12Q

699-20-E12R

699-20-E12S

699-20-E5P

699-20-E5Q

699-20-E5R

699-20-E5S

699-20E5T

699-22-700

699-22-70P

699-22-70Q

699-24-1P

699-24-1Q

699-24-1R

699-24-1S

699-24-1T

699-25-33BP

699-25-33BQ

699-25-700

699-25-70P

699-25-70Q

699-25-70R

699-25-70S

699-26-35DP

699-26-35DQ

699-28-400

699-28-40P

699-28-40Q

699-28-40R

699-28-40S

699-29-70AP

699-29-70AQ

699-29-70CP

699-29-70CQ

699-29-70CR

699-29-70CS

699-29-70CT

B.9

134. (contd)
699-29-70CU

699-29-70DP

699-31-310

699-31-31P

699-31-31Q

699-31-31R

699-31-31S

699-31-31T

699-31-53BO

699-31-53BP

699-31-53BQ

699-31-650

699-31-65P

699-31-65Q

699-31-65R

699-32-620

699-32-62P

699-32-62Q

699-32-62R

699-32-720

699-32-72P

699-32-72Q

699-32-72R

699-32-72S

699-34.-880

699-34-88P

699-34-88Q

699-34-88R

699-34-88S

699-34-88T

699-36-46P

699-36-46Q

699-36-46R

699-36-46S

699-36-61BO

699-36-61BP

699-36-61BQ

699-36-6 IBR

699-36-930

699-36-93P

699-36-93Q

699-36-93R

699-36-93S

699-36-93T

699-37-430

699-37-43P

699-37-43Q

699-37-43R

699-37-82AO

699-37-82AP

699-37-82AQ

699-37-82AR

699-37-82AS

699-37-82BO

699-37-82BP

699-37-82BQ

699-37-82BR

699-37-82BS

699-37-82BT

699-38-650

699-38-65P

699-38-65Q

699-38-700

699-38-70P

699-38-70

699-39-790

699-39-79P

699-42-420

699-42-42P

69942-42Q

699-42-E9AO

699-42-E9AP

699-43-104P

699-43-41CP

699-43-41CQ

699-43-4 IDP

699-43-42AP

699-43-42BP

699-43-42BQ

699-43-42BR

699-43-42CP

699-43-42CQ

699-43-42DP

699-43-42DQ

699-43-42DR

699-43-42EP

699-43-42EQ

699-43-42ER

699-43-42FP

699-43-42FQ

699-43-42GP

699-43-42GQ

699-43-42GR

699-43-42HP

699-43-42HQ

699-43-91AP

699-43-91AQ

699-44-640

699-44-64P

699-44-91P

699-44-91Q

699-44-91R

699-44-91S

699-44-91T

699-44-91U

699-47-80AP

699-47-80AQ

699-47-80CP

699-47-80CQ

699-47-80CR

699-47-80CS

699-47-80CT

699-47-80CU

699-47-80DP

699-48-48AO

699-48-48AP

699-48-48AQ

699-48-48AR

69948-48AS

699-50-42P

699-50-850

699-50-85P

699-50-85Q

699-50-85R

699-50-85S

699-51-75 O

699-51-75P

699-51-75Q

699-53-55AO

699-53-55AP

699-53-55AQ

699-53-55AR

699-53-55AS

699-55-50AO

699-55-50AP

699-55-50AQ

699-55-70P

699-55-760

699-55-76P

699-55-890

699-55-89P

699-55-95P

699-55-95Q

699-57-83AO

699-57-83AP

699-57-83AQ

699-57-83AR

699-57-83BP

699-57-83BQ

699-57-83BR

699-60-60P

699-65-59AP

699-66-23P

699-66-380

699-66-38P

699-66-38Q

699-67-51P

699-67-51Q

699-67-86P

699-67-86Q

699-67-86R

699-67-86S

699-69-450

699-69-45P

699-69-45Q

699-69-45R

699-72-920

699-72-92P

699-72-92Q

699-74-480

699-74-48P

699-80-43P

699-80-43Q

699-80-43R

699-80-43S

699-81-580

699-81-58P

699-84-35AO

699-84-35AP

699-84-35AQ

699-84-35AR

699-84-35AS

699-96-490

699-96-49P

699-96-52P

B.10
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134. (con_)

"

699-97-430

699-97-43P

699-S11-E12AP

699-S12-290

699-S12-29P

699-S12-29Q

699-S14-20AO

699-S14-20AP

699-S18-E2AO

699-SI8-E2AP

699-$31-1P

699-S6-E14AO

699-S6-EI4AP

699-S6-E14AQ

699-$6-EACO

699-S6-E4CP

699-S6-FACQ

699-S6-FACR

699-$7-34P

699-$7-34Q

B.II

B5. List of Wells with Missing Location Data
1199-29-12B
1199-34-15B
1199-45-12
199-B3-48
199-B4-10
199-B5-3
199-B5-4
199-D5-10
199-D5-11
199-D7-1
199-D7-2
199-F1-1
199-F2-4
199-F2-5
199-1-14-14B
199-H4-15C
199-H4-18B
199-H4-2C
199-K-14
199-K-17
199-K-26
299-E 15-17
299-E 17-45
299-E22-51
299-E22-52
299-E22-53
299-E22-54
299-E22-55
299-E22-56
299-E24-111
299-E24-114
299-E24-115
299-E24-116
299-E24-117
299-E24-120
299-E24-124A
299-E24-124B
299-E24-124C
299-E24-124D
299-E24-124E
299-E24-124F
299-E24-124G
299-E24-124H
299-E24-124I
299-E24-124J
299-E24-126
299-E24-127
299-E24-128
299-E24-129

299-E24-130
299-E24-131
299-E24-132
299-E24-133
299-E24-134
299-E24-135
299-E24-136
299-E24-137
299-E24-138
299-E24-139
299-E24-140
299-E24-141
299-E24-142
299-E24-143
299-E24-144
299-E24-145
299-E24-146
299 -E24-147
299-E24-148
299 -E24-149
299-E24-150
299-E24-151
299-E24-152
299-E24-153
299-E24-154
299-E24-40
299-E24-4 1
299-E24-74
299-E24-75
299-E25-132
299-E25-170
299-E25-181
299-E25-222
299 -E25-223
299 -E25-224
299-E25-225
299-E25-226
299-E25-227
299-E25 -228
299-E25-229
299-E25-230
299-E25-23 1
299-E25-232
299-E25-233
299-E25-234
299-E25 -29
299 -E25-30
299-E25-32
299-E25-32B

299-E25-59
299-E25-60
299-E25-64
299-E25-65
299-E25-93
299-E25-94
299-E25-95
299-E25-96
299-E27-120
299-E27-121
299-E27-122
299-E27-123
299-E27-124
299-E27-136A
299-E27-136B
299-E27-136C
299-E27-136D
299-E27-136E
299-E27-136 F
299-E27 - 136G
299-E27-136H
299-E27-1361
299-E27-136J
299-E27-136K
299-E27-148
299-E27-152
299-E27-153
299-E28-72
299-E28-79
299-E28-80
299-E28-81
299-E28-82
299-E28-83
299-E28 -92A
299-E28 -93
299-E33-1B
299-E33-230
299 -E33-247
299-E33 -271
299-E33-291
299-E33-292
299-E33-293
299-E33-294
299-E33-295
299-E37-7
299-W 10-131
299-W 10-132
299-W 10-169
299-W 10-170
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299-W 10-193
299-W10-194
299-W10-195
299-W10-84
299 -W10-85
299-W10-86
299-W 10-87
299 -W11-22
299 -W11-71
299-W 11-72
299-W11-73
299-W11-74
299-W11-75
299-W11-76
299 -W 11-77
299-W 11-78
299-W 11- 83
299 -W11- 84
299-W 11-85
299 -W14-30
299-W15-150
299-W 15-151
299-W 15-157
299-W 15-21
299-W15-218
299-W15-83
299-W15-87
299-W 15-88
299-W15-89
299-W15-90
299-W15-91
299-W 15-92
299-W15-93
299-W 18-106
299-W 18- 107
299-W 18-108
299-W 18-111
299-W 18- 112
299-W 18-161
299-W18-50
299-W 19-66
299-W 19-78
299-W19-79
299-W19-80
299-W 19-81
299-W 19- 82
299-W 19- 83
299-W 19-84
299-W 19-85

299-W 19-86
299-W19-87
299-W21-84
299-W22-68
299-W22-70
299-W22-76
299-W22-77
3099-41 - 14B
399 -3-4
399-4-6
499-SI-8J
699-10-30B
699-100-43
699-100-54
699-103-25
699-103-53A
699-103-53 B
699-105 - 1
699-108-20
699 - 11-23B
69_9-114-11
699-117-11
699-118-87
699-119-11
699-12-26
699-12-4D
699-122-11
699-13-1C
699-13-28A
699-13-28B
699-13-E14
699-14-28
699-15-24
699-15 -25A
699 - 15-25B
699-15-25C
699-15-25D
699 - 15-25 E
699-16-22
699-16-30B
699-16-30C
699-17-24
699-17-26D
699-17-26E
699-17-26F
699-17-26 H
699- 17-27
699-18-25 F
699-18-27A

.,,
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699-18-27B
699-18-27C
699-18-27D
699-18-27E
699- 18-27F
699-18-27G
699-28-27H
699-18-27I
699 - 18-27J
699-18-27K
699 - 18-27L
699-18-27M
699 - 18-33
699-19-20
699-19-34B
699-19 -51
699-2-33B
699-2-33BP
699-2-33BQ
699-20-18B
699 -20-18C
699-20-18D
699-20-32
699 -20-41
699 -20-41P
699-20-41Q
699 -20-41R
699-20-E 19
699-20-E5A
699-20-E8
699-21-30A
699 -24 -95
699 -26-83B
699 -26-83BP
699-26-83BQ
699-26-83BR
699-26-E19
699 -32-49B
699-32-49C
699-32-49D
699-33-25A
699-33-84
699-34-26A
699-34-41A
699-34-98
699-34-E13
699-35-26A
699-35-26B
699-36-46
699-36-58A
699 -36-58B

699-37-82C
699-37-82D
699-39-84C
699-39-84H
699-4-E6
699-40-11C
699..40-11D
699-40-11E
699-40-11F
699-4.0-1IG
699-40-12A
699-40-33B
699-40-33 C
699-40-E8
699-41-41
699-42-1213
699-42-12C
699-42-41B
699-42-42
699-42-42F
699-43 -042B
699-43 - 1
699-43-41C
699-43-41D
699-43-41H
699-43 -42A
699-43 -42C
699-43 -42D
699-43-42E
699-43-42F
699-43-42G
699-43-42H
699-44-118
699-44-39
699-44-43
699-44..46
699-45-69
699 -45-69B
699-46-21A
699-46-E3
699-47-46
699-48-49T
699-48-77
699-48-96
699-49-48
699-49-50
699-49-57A
699-49-86A
699-49-86B
699-50-27
699 -50-48

(contd)

699-50-53A
699-50-95
699-51 - l
699-52-46B
699-53-25
699-54-037C
699-55-60C
699-55-950
699-56-21A
699-56-21B
699 -56-23
699-56-24
699-56 -40C
699-56-41
699-56-42A
699-56-4215
699-56-42C
699-56-42D
699-56-42E
699-56-42F
699-57-21
699-57-26
699-57-41A
699-57-41B
699-57-41C
699-57 -41D
699-57-41E
699-57-41F
699-57-42
699-58-25
699-58-26
699-58 -41C
699-58-41E
699-58-41F
699-58-48
699-59-100
699-59-24
699-6 -57
699-60-53A
699-60-53B
699-60-53C
699-60-53D
699-60-53E
699-61-16B
699-61-24
699-61-26B
699-61-84
699-62-57
699-63-91
699-65-25
699-67-77
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699-70-36
699-72-86
699-73-25
699-76-34
699 ..76-90
699-77.44
699-78-36
699-79-104
699-80-11
699-80-2
699 -80-39A
699-80-43
699 -80-73 A
699-80-73B
699-81-5
699-81-64A
699-81-64B
699-81-64C
699-82-34
699-82-35
699-82-38
699 -82 -458
699-82.46
699-83-11
699 -83- 16
699-83-38
699-83 -5
699-84-16
699-84-20
699-84-34A
699-84-35
699- 84-3513
699-84-36B
699-84-36C
699-84-36D
699-84-36E
699-84-36F
699-84-37
699-84..46
699-84-61A
699-85-11
699-85-21
699-85-40]3
699-86-11
699-86-35A
699-86-35B
699-86-35C
699-86-36A
699-86-36B
699-86-37
699-86-95

699-87-2
699-87-23
699-87-24
699-87-37
699-87-40
699-87-4213
699-87-42C
699-88-36
699-88-47
699-88-48
699-90-37
699-90-38
699 -90-47
699-90-49
699-90-90
699-91-45
699-91-48B
699-92-47
699-93-46
699-93-49
699-93-49B
699-93 -93
699-94-47
699-94-4 8
699 -95 -83
699-96-52B
699 -97-48
699-97-52
699-98-49B
699-98-54A
699-98-54]3
699 -98 -54C
699 -ALY-MNR
699 -ATH
699-HAN-13
699-HAN-29
699-HAN-30
699 -HAN-31
699-HAN-32
699-HAN-33
699-HAN-34
699-HAN-35
699-HAN-36
699-HAN-37
699-HAN-38
699-HAN-39
699-HAN-40
699-LANDFILL
699-MATHEWS
699-ORV-1
699-ORV-2

BS. (cont,:l)
699-RCH-CEM
699-S1-E18A
699-S1-E18B
699-S1-E18C
699-S1-E1 $D
699-S 1-E1$E
699-S 13-88
699-S 14-20B

699-S 14-20C
699-S 17-24
699-Si7-25
699-S 17-28
699-.517-30A
699-S 17-30B
699-S 17-30C
699-S 18-E2B

699-$27-E9
699-.536-12B
699-$36-13B
699-$37-E1 IE
699-S37-E13A
699-$4-E4
699-$41 -E 10C
699-$41 -E 14A

B.14

699-$48-E12
699-$49-E2
699-S52-E2A
699-S52-E2B
699-S52-E3A
699-S52-E3B
699-$52-E3 C
699-$53-E2

699-$54-E5
699-$54-E6
699-$55-E6
699-S6-E4H
699-S6-E4J
699-VAL-RCH
699 -WBR-RCH
699-WIT-BLF

"
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C1. Description of Transformation Algorithms Used in CTRANS
,m

Two-Dimensional Transformations
The coordinatetransformationalgorithmsused in CIRANS are based on three basic operations
that, when appliedtogether in a specified order, transform the coordinates of a set of points in a given
two-dimensional Cartesiancoordinategrid into a second Cartesiancoordinategrid. These three
operations, performed in the order given, are: linear translation(offset), performed independentlyin
x and y; rotationin a clockwise directionaboutthe origin; and scaling, performed either by
applying independentscale factors in x and y (independentscaling) or by assuming the same scale
factor in both x and y (uniform scaling). Given a point Ps(xs,ya)in the original (source) coordinate
system, we can generatecorrespondingcoordinatesPd(Xd,Yd)in the destinationcoordinatesystem by
applyingthe following equationsfor translation,rotation, and scaling:
Translationby an amount Tx in the x-directionand Ty in the y-direction:
(1)

xt = xs + Tx

(2)

Yt = Ys + Ty

Clockwise rotation of the translatedvalues through an angle t_ aboutthe origin:
(3)

Xtr -- Xt COSt_ + Ytsin t_
= (x8+T x) cosc_ + (Ys+Ty) sint_

(4)

Ytr= "Xtsin t_ + Ytcos ot
= -(x s+T x) sint_ + (y, +Ty) cosc_

Scaling of the translatedand rotated values, by a scale factor of Sx in the x-direction, and a scale
factor of Sy in the y-direction:
tt

(Sa)

xd -- Xtr
_--

Sxxtr

= Sx(x s + Tx) costr
(6a) Yd"-

+ Sx(y8 + Ty) sint_

Ytr_= Sy Ytr
- Sy (x s 4"

Tx) sin t_ + Sy (Ys + Ty) cos ct

C.1

By rearrangingterms, equations(Sa) and (6a) can be rewrittenas:
(Sb)

Xd = (Sx cos (_)x_ + (Sx sin (_)y. + (Sx Tx cos (_ + S_ Ty sin (_)

(6b) Yd ----"(-Sy sin _) xs + (Sy cos (_) Ys + (Sy Ty cos o_- Sy Tx sin (_)
Letting a

ffi Sxcos

b ffi Sxsin_
c

= SxT xcos_

+ SxTysin

d -

-Sy sin

e

=

Sy cos

f

-

SyTyCOSC_- SyT xsin

o_

we can rewrite(Sb) and (6b) as:
(5C)

Xd -- a x. + b y. + c

(6c)

Yd ffi dx B + ey.

+ f

Three-Point Affme Transformation
Equations(5c) and (6c) can be used to calculate the positionof a point P in the destination
coordinates, given its position in source coordinatesand the values of the transformationcoefficients
a, b, c, d, e, and f (or alternatively,the translation, rotation, and scaling parametersas described
above). Suppose, however, that we do not know the values of the transformation coefficients, but we
know the x and y coordinatevalues of several points (called registrationpoints or referencepoints) in
both coordinate systems. If we have three such points, we can write three instanceseach of equations
(5c) and (6c) using the known values of xd, Yd, xs, and y, at the three referencepoints, and then we
can solve the resultingsix equations for the values of the six coefficients a, b, c, d, e, and f. The
solution of the six equations yields the following expressions for the coefficients of the three-point
affine transformation(subscriptssl, s2, s3, all, d2, and d3 indicatethe source anddestination
coordinatesof the three referencepoints).
XdI(Ye2 -

(7)

YL3)" Xd2(Y.l" Ys3)+ Xd3(Y.l"Ya2)

a=
x,l(Ya2" Y,3) "x_2(Y,l"Y,3) + xB3(Y,1"YJ2)

C.2

i

Xsl(Xd2 " Xd3) - Xs2(Xdl - Xd3) + Xs3(Xdl - Xd2)

(8)

b=
x,l(Ys2 "Y,3) " xs2(Ysl- Y,3) + xss(Yst"Ys2)

m

(9)

c=

Xdl - aXsl - bYsl

Yd1(Ys2
"Ys3)" Yd2(Ysl- Y,3)+ Yd3(Ysl
"YO.)

"

(lo)d =
xsl(Ys2
" Ys3)" xs2(Ysl- Ys3)+ xs3(Y,1" Y_.)

Xsl(Yd2" Yd3)- Xs2(Ydl" Yd3)+ Xs3(Ydl" Yd2)
(11) e Xsl(Ys2" Ys3)- Xs2(Ysl- Ys3)+ Xs3(Ysl" Ys2)

(12) fffi Ydl " dxs!

- eYsl

where equations (9) and (12) have been written in terms of the preceding calculatedvalues of a and b,
or d and e, for simplification. Now that the transformationcoefficients are known, we can transform
the coefficients of any point location from source coordinates to destinationcoordinates. CTRANS
uses equations (7) through (12) together with equations (5c) and (6c) to implementthe three-point
affine transformation.
Two-Point Uniform Scaling Transformation
If we assume that the scale factors Sx and Sy in equations (5b) and (6b) are equal (uniform
scaling), then e ffi a and d - -b, and the equationsbecome:
(Sd) xd -

ax s + bYs + c

(6d) Yd =-b xs + a Ys + f
Now there
arefourcoefficients
withunknownvalues:
a,b,c,andf. We needonlytworegistration
points
tosolve
forthese
coefficient
values.
The solution
totheresulting
fourequations
yields
thefollowing
expressions
forthecoefficients
ofthetwo-point
uniform
scaling
transformation:
¢#

(x,1
" xa) (Xdl- xa) + (Y,I
" Y_.)(Yd!" Yd2)
(13) a =
"

(Xsl-Xa)
2 + (Ysl-Ya)
2

C.3

(Y.!" YO.)(Xdl" Xd2)" (x.l " xa2)(Ydl" Yd2)
(14) b =
(x.l " xa2)
2 + (Y.l" YO.)
2
a

(15) c

= xdl - axB1 - byjl

(16) f

= Ydl + bx_l - aysl
i

Again, equations (15) and (16) have been written in terms of the preceding calculatedvalues of a and
b for simplification. CTRANS uses equations (13) through (16) together with equations (5d) and (6d)
to implementthe two-point uniformscaling transformation.
Criterion for Selection of Transformation Results
Although CTRANS calculates both the two-point and three-point transformations for each point,
only one coordinate pair result per point must ultimately be selected for input to the database and the
geographic information system. CTRANS uses a non-colinearity criterionto determine, for each
individual point being transformed, which of the two transformation results are likely to be more
accurate. Given that the three selected registration points are accurateand well-spaced, the threepoint affine transformation typically will be slightly more accuratethan the two-point uniform scaling
transformation. However, if two of the three registrationpoints are much nearerto each other than to
the third point, or if the three points lie in a nearly straight line, errors due to numerical instability
are introduced into the results of the affine transformation. To detect this condition, CTRANS
computes the angles of the triangle formed by connecting the three registration points. If the
minimum angle of this triangle is less than a threshold angle, the two-point transformation results are
used. Otherwise, the three-point transformation results are used. From experiences in using
CTRANS for registrationpoint verification, the authorsfound that a threshold angle of 30 degrees
generally produces the desired effect of screening out colinearity errors.
Accuracy Considerations
The assumptionof uniform scaling is valid for coordinatetransformations on the Hanford site,
since all local systems use units of feet, WCS83S uses units of meters, and the measurementunits are
uniform in both coordinatedirections. Thus both the two-point uniform scaling transformation and
the more general three-point affine transformation are applicableto the Hartfordcoordinate systems,
within the limitations noted below. There are two primaryfactors that can introduce errors into the
transformations. Errors in the reportedsource and/or destination coordinatesof a registrationpoint
will result in errors of similar magnitudein the transformedcoordinatesof points that use the erroneous registrationpoint. A second source of error is the curvatureof the earth. The transformation
algorithms presentedhere are based on an implicit assumptionof two-dimensional co-planar coordinate systems. Over small distances and areas, the earth's surface approximatesa planar surface. As
the distances from the target conversion point to each registration point and from one registration
point to another become greater, the curvature-relatederrors become greater. Thus it is importantto
have a relatively uniform and sufficiently dense spatialdistributionof accurate registrationpoints over
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the area containingthe targetpoints to be converted so that the CTRANS programcan find, for each
target point, at least two and preferablythree registrationpoints within a sufficiently short distance.
From the authors' experience of convertingthe Hanfordwell locations, registrationpoints that are
withinapproximatelytwo miles of the pointto be convertedwere generally found to produce
transformationerrors of less than 0.5 meters, given an accurateset of registrationpoints.

C2. CTRANS Input/Output Specifications
Input Files
CTRANS requires two ASCII (text) input files. The first input file containsa list of the
registrationpoints to be used to performthe transformations. Each record,representingone
registrationpoint, contains five fields as shown in Table C2-1. Each of the fields can begin anywhere
in the inputrecord,provided they are separatedby one or more spaces and their relative position in
the record is in the order shown in the table. East and North coordinatevalues are positive.
The second input file contains a list of the wells or other points to be converted. This file also
contains free-formatrecords, one for each point to be transformed. Table C2-2 describes the seven
fields in this file.
Note that values of the destination coordinatesmay be entered in Fields 4 and 5 of the
conversion inputfile. If non-zero values are supplied in these fields, CrRANS will reportthe
differencebetween these values and the transformedcoordinatesfor comparison or verification
purposes. (The use of zero to indicate unknowndestinationcoordinatesin the conversion inputfile is
appropriatefor the Hanford conversion application,because all WCS83S coordinatesof points within
and nearthe Hanford Site are positive numbers.)
When CTRANS reads the registrationinputfile, it ignoreseverythingbeyond the fifth field in
each record. Thus Fields 6 and 7 of Table C2-2 can optionallybe addedto the registrationfile so
thatit can be used as both the registrationinputfile and the conversion inputfile for performing
registrationpoint verification.
An example of a conversion inputfile is shown in Appendix C4, Table C4-3. As discussed
above, registrationinputfiles are structuredidenticallyto conversion inputfiles with the exception
that Fields 6 and 7 are not requiredand non-zero destinationcoordinatesmustbe supplied in Fields 4
and 5.
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Table C2-1. RegistrationInputFile Fields.
Field Description
•

"

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Field T_e

Well or point name
Source (local) E/W coord, value
Source (local) N/S coord, value
Destination (WCS83S) E/W coord, value
Destination(WCS83S) N/S coord, value

. MaximumLength

Character
Decimal
Decimal
Decimal
Decimal

13
unrestricted
unrestricted
unrestricted
unrestricted

Table C2-2. Conversion Input File Fields.

Field Tyre

Maximum
Columns

l. Well or point name
2. Source (local) E/W coord, value

Character
Decimal

13
unrestricted

3. Source (local) N/S coord, value
4. Destination (WCS83S) E/W coord, value
(enter 0.0 if unknown)

Decimal
Decimal

unrestricted
unrestricted

5. Destination (WCS83S) N/S coord, value
(enter0.0 if unknown)

Decimal

unrestricted

6. Data source of local coordinatevalues
1 = WELLDOX database
2 or 3 = KEH survey
4 = USACE survey
5 = Othersurvey
6 - HEIS database
7 = Test data

Integer

1

7. Data source of WCS83S coordinatevalues
1,6,7
= (same as above)
0 - Estimatedor not supplied
2 = KEH survey, NAD83
4 = USACE survey, NAD83/91 adj.
5 = IndependentGPS survey (PNL or WHC)

Integer

l

Field Description

C.7

Output

Files

CTRANS p_'oduces three outputASCII (text) files: a detailed report or log file, a summary file,
and a specially formatted database loader input file to be used by HEIS software to load the
coordinate values into the HEIS database tables. The following paragraphs describe each of these
output files. Example output files resulting from the CTRANS verification/validation test can be
found in Appendix C4.
Log File. The log (report) file contains the current run date/time and CTRANS version number,
a listing of the reference points used and their source and destination coordinates, and a report on the
transformation of each input point. Each transformation report lists the three nearest registration
points selected and their distances from the input conversion point, the transformation coefficients
calculated from the selected reference points, and the transformation results (destination coordinate
values) for both the two-point and the three-point transformation. If known or estimated destination
coordinate values were supplied in the conversion input file, the distance error between the
transformed and supplied destination locations and the differences in the coordinate values are also
reported. An example of a log file is shown in Appendix C4, Figure C4-2.
Summary F_le. The summary output file contains one record for each point converted and is
intended to summarize the results of the individual transformations. For each point convened, the
reported destination coordinates in the summary file are copied from Fields 4 and 5 of the corresponding record of the conversion input file if the WCS83S data source (Field 7) indicated a survey
or database source (codes 1 through 7) and the supplied WCS83S Easting and Northing coordinates
were both non-zero. If Field 7 of the conversion input file was zero (indicating unknown or
estimated WCS83S coordinates), either the three-point or the two-point transformation results,
selected on the basis of the non-colinearity criterion described in Appendix C1, are written to the
coordinate fields of the summary output file. In addition to the well or point name and the
WCS83S coordinates, the summary file contains fields indicating the data sources of both the local
coordinates and the WCS83S coordinates; the source of the WCS83S coordinates written to this
output record (i.e. from Fields 4 and 5 of the input file or from the "3-pt." or "2-pt." transformation
results); and the distance error between the supplied WCS83S location (if any) and the selected
transformation results. An example summary file is shown in Appendix C4, Table C4-4.
Loader File. The HEIS database loader file written by CTRANS contains one record for each
well or point in the conversion input file, with the exception of records for which the WCS83S source
code in Field 7 is equal to 6 or 7 (I-IEIS database or test data). A loader record is not created for
wells that already have WCS83S coordinates stored in HEIS. Such records are included for
verification purposes only, and it is assumed that the WCS83S coordinates stored in the HEIS
database are correct until proven otherwise. Test data is of course not intended for loading into the
database. The loader file has special question-mark ("?") delimiters between fields as required by
HEIS loader software conventions. Four data fields are written to the loader file: the well name, the
WCS83S Easting and Northing coordinates (selected from either the conversion input file or the
transformation results by applying the same rules as described above for the summary output file),
and an integer code to be stored in the database to indicate the source (lineage) of the stored well
coordinates. This code is similar to the data source fields of the input files, but it also contains codes
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for coordinate transformations from the various local coordinate systems. Table C2-3 shows the
various codes used in the coordinate lineage field of the loader file. An example database loader file
is shown in Appendix C4, Figure C4-1.
#,

Table C2,-3. Coordinate Lineage Codes
Inteeer Value

..

Description ....

1

Obtained from WELLDOX database

2
3

Obtained from KEH survey (NAD83)
Obtained from KEH survey (NAD27) and
convened to NAD83 (NADCON conversion)
Obtained from USACE survey (NAD83/91 adj.)
Obtained from independent GPS survey (PNL or WHC)
Transformed from Plant coordinates
using 100-H datum registration points
Transformed from 100-N area coordinates
Transformed from Plant coordinates
(all areas except IO0-H)
Transformed from Richland coordinates
(300, 1100, and 3000 areas)

4
5
6
7
8
9
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C3. CTRANS User Instructions
CTRANS exists on UNIX Workstationsas a compiled executable f'flenamed CTRANS.EXE.
The directorylocation of this file may be differenton each system, so a system variable is defined to
permit operationof the program from any currentworking directoryby simplytyping CTRANS at
the operatingsystem prompt. If this does not work on your system, contact your system
administratorfor assistance.
CTRANS promptsyou to enterthe names of two inputfiles, three outputfiles, and a coordinate
lineage code. Detailed file specificationsare contained in Appendix C2. The promptmessages are
shown below in bold type in the sequence in which they appear.
Enter name of file containing reference points:
Enter the name of the inputfile containingthe reference (registration)points for converting from
the desired source coordinatesystem to the desired destinationcoordinatesystem.
Enter name of file containing points to be converted:
Enter the name of the inputfile containingthe names and source coordinatesof the points you
wish to transform to the destinationcoordinatesystem.
Enter name of output sununary (list) file to be created:
Enter the desired name of the summaryfile to be createdby CTRANS.
Enter name of detailed report (log) file to be created:
Enter the desired name of the report (log) file to be created.
Enter name of coordinate |oader file to be created:
Enter the desired name of the database coordinateloader file to be created.
Enter
6789-

coordinate lineage code indicating input coord, system:
Plant coordinates, 100-H Area datum
100-N Area coordinates
Plant coordinates, all Areas except 100-H
Richland -:_ordinates

Enter a numberbetween 6 and 9 to indicatethe coordinatesystem from which the input points
will be transformed.
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The programwill then proceed to completion• If CTRANS completes normally without detecting
an unresolvableerror, it will printthe following message:
< n > points converted.
Q,

"

where < n> is replacedby the numberof points that CTRANS successfully read from the conversion
input file and transformed to the destinationcoordinate system. If an error is encounteredduring
programoperation, a brief error message will be printed on your terminal. Table C3-1 lists the
possible error messages and their interpretation.

Table C3-1. CTRANS ErrorMessages

Message

Interpretation

Error opening input conversion file.

CTRANS was unable to open the requested conversion file. Make sure you have
specified a file that exists in your current working directory or in the path
specified.

Error opening input reference file.

CTRANS was unable to open the requested registration point file. Make sure you
have specified a file that exists in your current working directory or in the path
specified.

Error reading input conversion file,
line number < n >.

CTRANS was unable to successfully read line number < n > of the input
conversion file. Check the input file to insure that the fields conform to the file
specifications contained in Appendix C2 of this report.

Error opening output report file.

CTRANS was unable to create a new output report file. Make sure that the file
does not already exist, that you have requested a valid path name, and that you
have "write" privilege for the current or specified directory.

Error opening output summary file.

CTRANS was unable to create a new output summary file. Make sure that the
file does not already exist., that you have requested a valid path name, and that
you have _write _ privilege for the current or specified directory.

Error opening coord, loader file.

CTRANS was unable to create a new output loader file. Make sure that the file
does not already exist, that you have requested a valid path name, and that you
have _write _ privilege for the current or specified directory.

The maximum number of registration
points was reached: < n>

The maximum number of registration points (shown as < n >) was exceeded.
Reduce the number of records in your tegismUion file or contact the CTRANS
developers to request an increase in the number of allowable registration points.

ERROR - Reference file contains less
than 4 reference points.

There must be at least four registration points in the file.

WARNING - Re£ points < namel >
and < name2 • are identical,

Two points in the registration input file have identical coordinate values.
one of them from the file.

it

,
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C4.

CTRANS

Software

Test Plan

1.0 Introduction
CTRANS is a Fortran-77programthat converts (transforms)a set of point locations in one twodimensional Cartesiancoordinate system to a second coplanartwo-dimensional Cartesiancoordinate
system. A set of four or more registrationpoints (points with known locations in both coordinate
systems) must be supplied for each pair of coordinatesystems for which transformationsare to be
performed. This test plan contains instructions and an input data set (base test case) for testing the
operation of CTRANS.
2.0

Installation

The following steps should be performed to install CTRANS and the base test case files on your
Unix-based system. (Contact the CTRANS developers for instructions to install the software on a
non-Unix system.)
1. Select a file system directory in which to store the executable CTRANS program files. Also
select a directoryfrom which you will perform your testing. You may choose to use the same
directory for both purposes.
2. Contact the CTRANS developers to obtain electronic copies of the requiredfiles.
3. Copy the following files into your CTRANS installation directory:
ctrans.exe
test ctrans
4. Copy the following test case files into your testing directory:
ctestl .ref
ctestl .inp
ctestl base.suture
ctestl_base.rept
ctestl base.load
D

5. Insert the following lines into your account's .login file, substituting the full path names of the
directories you have chosen for installation and testing as indicated by the text enclosed in angle
brackets < >'
alias ctrans < your CTRANS installation directory path>/ctrans.exe
alias test_ctrans source < CTRANS installation directory path >/test..ctrans
alias ctrans_dir eel < your CTRANS testing directory path >
This completes the installation of CTRANS and the base test case files on your system.
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3.0

Testing

Procedure

The base test case described herein was designed to permit validation of the correct operation of
the transformation algorithms used by CTRANS. Verification that the operation of CTRANS is consistent with the user documentation must also be performed. The formal testing of CTRANS involves
the following steps:
1. Obtain a copy of the CTRANS user documentation.
2. Create or obtain the base test case input files described and listed in Section 4 of this test plan.
3. Run CTRANS using the base test case input files, following the instructions contained in Section
5 of this test plan.
4. Verify that the user interaction proceeds according to the CTRANS user documentation and the
instructions in this test plan.
5. Verify that the resulting output files produced by CTRANS are in agreement with the test case
output files listed in this test plan.
6. Verify that the coordinates of _ch transformed point location calculated and reported by
CTRANS agree to at least two decimal places with the hand calculated coordinate values listed
in this test plan. For the range and precision (three decimal places) of the coordinate values
included in the base test case, agreement to two decimal places is con3;idered acceptable.
7. Compare the operation of CTRANS to that documented in the CTRANS User Instructions as
contained in Appendix C3. Verify that the documentation is consistent with the actual operation
of the program.
8. The tester should generate and run at least one additional independent test case. This is done by
selecting a set of five or more point locations to be transformed, defining the coordinate transformation (in terms of the translation, rotation, and scaling parameters) to be performed on those
points, and then using the translation, rotation, and scaling equations documented in Appendix
C1 (Equations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5a, and 6a) to calculate the correct transformed coordinates of those
points. See Section 4 of this test plan for an example of how to generate a test case. Select at
least four of these points to be used as registration points. The registration points should be
selected to provide representative coverage of the entire spatial area covered by the set of points
to be transformed (i.e., there should be at least one registration point located reasonably near to
each of the four corners of a bounding rectangle that encloses the set of points to be
transformed), and the spacing between registration points should be roughly uniform. Construct
the required input files as documented in Appendix C2. Then run this independent test case
following the procedures outlined in this test plan.
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4.0 Description of Base Test Case
Six point locations, as defined in Table C4-1, were arbitrarilyselected and plotted in a Cartesian
coordinatespace. Successive operationsof translation,rotation, and scaling, as defined below, were
then applied by hand calculations to each of the six points, producingthe transformedlocations of the
points with referenceto a second Cartesiancoordinatespace that shares the same plane as the original
coordinatesystem.
Translation:
Rotation:

The points were translatedby the amount (2000, -I000).
The points were rotated 30 degrees in the clockwise direction.

Scaling:

The points were scaled by a factor of 0.3 in both coordinate directions. Both
transformationalgorithms used by CTRANS, a three-point affine transformationand a
two-point uniform scaling transformation, are thus applicableto this test case.

Table C4-1 presents a listing of the original and transformedcoordinates, as determinedby hand
calculations, at each step of the transformationfor each of the six test points. The results of the final
scaling operation, as shown in the last two columns of Table C4-1, are the final transformed
coordinates.
For the test case, the first five data points (A,B,C,D,E) in Table C4-1 were used to create a
registrationpoint file, ctestl.ref, as shown in Table C4-2.

Table C4-1. Transformationof Test Point Coordinatesby Hand Calculation
Point

Orieinal

Translated

Rotate_i

A
B
C
D
E
F

(
0, 5000)
( 2000,
0)
( 6000, 4000)
( 2500, 3000)
(-2000, -2000)
( 3000, 1000)

(2000, 4000)
(4000, -1000)
(8000, 3000)
(4500, 2000)
( 0, -3000)
(5000,
0)

( 3732.051, 2464.102)
( 2964.102, -2866.025)
( 8428.203,-1401.924)
( 4897.114, -517.949)
(-1500.000, -2598.076)
( 4330.127,-2500.000)

Scaled
(1119.615, 739.230)
( 889.230, -859.808)
(2528.461, -420.577)
(1469.134, -155.385)
(-450.000, -779.423)
(1299.038, -750.000)

Table C4-2. RegistrationPoint File (ctestl.re0 for CTRANS Test.
Point
N_e
Point A
Point B
Point_C
Point D
Point E
E

m

m

InputCoordinates
Eastin_
N0r_hing
0.000
2000.000
6000.000
2500.000
-2000.000

5000.000
0.000
4000.000
3000.000
-2000.000
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DestinationCoords,
Eastine
Northine
1119.615
889.230
2528.461
1469.134
-450.000

739.230
-859.808
-420.577
-155.385
-779.423

,

The column headings in Table C4-2 are included for data identification only. They are not a
part of the actual registration point file.

•

"

All six test points were then used to create a CTRANS conversion input file called ctestl .inp, as
shown in Table C4-3.
Again, the column headings in Table C4-3 are included for data identification only and are not a
part of the input file. With the exception of Point F, the hand-calculated destination coordinates are
included in the input file so that CTRANS can compare and report the differences (distances) between
these "known" coordinate values and the transformed values generated by the program. The destination coordinates of Point F are set to zero (indicating to CTRANS that the destination coordinates are
unknown or not supplied) to allow this option to be tested. Columns 6 and 7 contain integer codes
identifying the data sources of the input and destination coordinate pairs. A zero in Column 7 indicates that the destination coordinates were either not supplied or that the supplied values (Columns 4
and 5) were estimated for purposes of comparison only. See Appendix C2 for a complete description
of the data source codes.

Table C4-3. Conversion Input File (ctestl.inp) for CTRANS Test.
2Point
Name
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point

m

m

A
B
C
D
E
F

_

Input Coordinates
Northing

0.000
2000.000
6000.000
2500.000
-2000.000
3000.000

5000.000
0.000
4000.000
3000.000
-2000.000
1000.000

Destination Coords,
Easting
Northing
1119.615
889.230
2528.461
1469.134
-450.000
0.0
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739.230
-859.808
-420.577
-155.385
-779.423
0.0

Data Source
_
7
7
7
8
2
6

0
7
6
0
4
0

5.0 Performing the Test Case
CTRANS requires you to specify the names of two input files, three output files, and a
coordinatelineage code. Detailed specificationsof these files and the coordinatelineage code are
provided in Appendices C2 and C3. The inputfiles to be used in this test plan (described in the
Section 4 above) are normally provided as partof the CTRANS installation. Before CTRANS is run,
the currentworkingdirectorymust be set to the directory that contains the inputfiles to be used. On
Unix-based systems, this can normally be accomplishedby enteringthe following command at the
Unix shell prompt:
test ctrans
This command will set your workingdirectory to the test area and will then startthe execution
of CTRANS.
If your working directory is already set to the test area or to another directorycontaining your
own test files, you may run CTRANS from your active directory by enteringthe following command
at the operatingsystem prompt:
ctrans
The first promptmessage displayed by CTRANS should appear:
Enter name of file containing reference points:
Enter the name of the inputfile containing the reference (registration)points for converting from
the desired source coordinatesystem to the desireddestinationcoordinatesystem. For the test case,
enter the following:
ctestl.ref
The following prompt message should now appear:
Enter name of file containing points to be converted:
Enter the name of the input file containing the names and source coordinatesof the points you
wish to transformto the destinationcoordinatesystem. Forthe test case, enter the following:
ctestl.inp
The following prompt message should now appear:
Enter name of output sununmv Oist)file to be created:
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Enter the name of the summaryfile to be created by CTRANS. For the test case, enter:
ctestl, summ
'

The following prompt message should now appear:
Enter name of detailed report (log) file to be created:

.It

Enter the name of the reportfile to be created. For the test case, enter:
ctestl. rept
The following promptmessage should now appear:
Enter name of coordinate loader file to be created:
Enter the name of the databasecoordinateloader file to be created. For the test case, enter:
ctestl.load
Finally, the following coordinatelineage code menupromptshould appear:
Enter coordinate lineage code indicating input coord, system:
6 -- Plant coordinates, 100-H Area datum
7 -- 100-N Area coordinates
8 -- Plant coordinates,all Areas except 100-H
9 - Richland coordinates
The coordinatesystems being used in the test case were arbitrarilycreated and do not
correspondto any of the Hanford coordinatesystems above. However, for testing purposes we will
assume the inputcoordinatesare Richlandcoordinates.To test the properdetectionof acceptable
inputsto this prompt, enter a numberthat is less than 6 or greaterthan 10. For example, enter:
.5
CTRANS should display the following message:
Please enter a value between 6 and 9.

-

The coordinate lineage code menu will then be displayed again. This time enter a number
between 6 and 9. For the test case, enter:
9

ii,
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This input should be accepted, and CTRANS should then proceed to normal completion (i.e.,
with no unresolvable errors). The following message will be printed upon completion of the test
case:

6 points converted.
The number of points converted should agree with the number of points that were contained in
the conversion input file.
ql

After completion of the program, verify that the requested output files (ctestl .summ, ctestl.rept,
and crest1 .load) were created in your current working directory. An examination of the summary file
(ctestl.summ) should reveal only small differences (e.g. in the third decimal place) or no differences
between the supplied and transformed destination coordinates for the first five points, indicating that
the CTRANS coordinate transformation algorithms were operating properly.
Table C4.4 and Figures C4-1 and C4-2 show the summary, loader, and report files that should
be produced by CTRANS for this test case. These files can be electronically compared to the
reference base test case output files that are located in the CTRANS installation directory:
ctestl_base.summ, ctestl base.rept, and ctestl_base.load. Note that the test report file will contain
the current date and time that the program was run, which will differ from the date and time
contained in the reference report file to which it is compared.

Table C4-4. Summary Output File from CTRANS Test Case: ctestl.summ

Point Name
Point A
Point B
Point_C
Point_D
Point E

DATA $OUR(_E$
Input
Result
coord_,
coords,

Easting

Northing

1119.615
889.230
2528.461
1469.134
-450.000

739.230
-859.808
-420.577
-155.385
-779.423

Testing
Testing
Testing
Unknown
KEH

-750.000

HEIS

Point_F
1299.03 8
6 points converted.

PointA?
PointD?
PointE?
PointF?
m

Est.
Testing
HEIS
Est.
USACE
--

Reported
coords.
2-pt
Testing
HEIS
3-pt
USACE

Distance
Errgr
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001

2-pt

1119.6157 739.230?9
1469.1347 -155.38579
-450.555? -779.423?4
1299.0387 -750.000?9

Figure C4-1. Database Coordinate Loader File from CTRANS Test Case: ctestl.load
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*** Coordinatetransformationprogram,vi.1 *** Tue Jun 8 21:57:111993
Ref. points file: ctest1.ref
Input points file: ctest1.inp
Output report (log) file: ctestl.rept
Output summary (list)file: cte_t1.summ
Coord. loader file: ctest1.1oad
TransformID number (coordinatelineagecode): 9
J

,

Referencepoints:
Point_A
0.000
Point_B
2000.000
Point_C
6000.000
Point_D
2500.000
Point_E
-2000.000

5000.000
0.000
4000.000
3000.000
-2000.000

1119.615
889.230
2528.461
1469.134
-450.000

739.230
-859.808
-420.577
-155.385
-779.423

Target point: Point_A
Input coord, source: Testing
Result coord, source: Est.
The three nearest referencepoints are:
Point_B
-- distancein input coord, units: 5.385165E+03
Point_C
-- distancein input coord, units: 6.082763E+03
Point_D
-- distancein input coord, units: 3.201562E+03
3-point (affine)transform
*** Angles:
35.538 29.055 115.408-- Minimum =
29.055
a,b,c,d,e,f: 2.598077E-01 1.500001E-01
369.615 -1.499999E-01 2.598077E-01
-559.808
"known"result coords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
1119.615
739,230
1119.615
739.230
0,000
0.000
0.000
...........2-point (uniformscaling)transform
a,b,c,f: 2.598077E-01 1.500001E-01
369.61
-559.81
"known" result coords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
1119.615
739.230
1119.615
739.230
0.000
0.000
0.000
#############_################################################################
Target point: Point_B
Input coord, source:Testing
Result coord, source: Testing
The three nearest referencepoints are:
Point_A
-- distance in input coord, units: 5.385165E+03
Point_E
-- distancein input coord, units: 4.472136E+03
Point_D
-- distance in input coord, units: 3.041381E+03
3-point (affine)transform
*** Angles:
67.286 26.042 86.673 -- Minimum =
26.042
a,b,c,d,e,f: 2.598076E-01 1.500000E-01
369.615 -1.500000E-01 2.598076E-01 -559.808
"known" result coords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
889.230
-859.808
889.230
-859.808
0.000
0.000
0.000
...........2-point (uniformscaling)transform
a,b,c,f: 2.598076E-01 1.500000E-01
369.62
-559.81
"known" result coords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
889.230
-859.808
889.230
-859.808
0.000
0.000
0.000
##############################################################################
Target point: Point_C
Input coord, source:Testing
Result coord, source: HEIS
The three nearest referencepoints are:
Point_A
-- distance in input coord, units: 6.082763E+03
Point_B
-- distance in input coord, units: 5.656854E+03
Point_D
-- distance in input coord, units: 3.640055E+03
................3-point (affine)transform
*** Angles:
29.539 31.264 119.197-- Minimum=
29.539
a,b,c,d,e,f: 2.598076E-01 1.500001E-01
369.615-1.499999E-01 2.598076E-01 -559.808
"known" result coords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
2528.461
-420.577
2528.461
-420.577
0.000
0.000
0.000
...........2-point (uniformscaling)transform
a,b,c,f: 2.598077E-01 1.500001E-01
369.61
-559.81
"known" result coords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
2528.461
-420.577
2528.461
-420.578
0.000
-0.001
0.001
###########_##################################################################

]Figure C4-2. Report (Log) Output File from CTRANS Test Case: ctestl.rept
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Target point: Point_D
Input coord, source: Unknown
Result coord, source: Est.
The three nearest reference points are:
Point_A
-- distance in input coord, units:
3.201562E+03
Point_B
-- distance in input coord, units:
3.041381E+03
Point_C
-- distance in input coord, units:
3.640055E+03
................
3-point (affine)
transform ...............
*** Angles:
58.736
66.801
54.462 -- Minimum =
54.462
a,b,c,d,e,f:
2.598077E-01 1.500001E-O1
369.615 -1.499999E-01
2.598076E-01
-559.808
"known" resultcoords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known)' Distanceerror
1469.134
-155.385
1469.134
-155.385
O.O00
0.000
0.000
...........2-point (uniformscaling)transform..........
a,b,c,f: 2.598076E-01 1.500000E-01
369.61
-559.81
"known" resultcoords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
1469.134
-155.385
1469.134
-155.385
0.000
0,000
0.000
##############################################################################
Target point: Point E
Input coord, source:KEH
Result coord, source: USACE
The three nearest referencepoints are:
Point_A
-- distancein input coord, units: 7.280110E+03
Point_B
-- distancein input coord, units: 4.472136E+03
Point_D
-- distancein input coord, units: 6.726812E+03
................3-point (affine)transform...............
*** Angles:
29.539 31.264 119.197-- Minimum =
29.539
a,b,c,d,e,f: 2.598076E-01 1.500001E-01
369.615 -1.499999E-01 2.598076E-01 -559.808
"known"result coords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
-450.000
-779.423
-450.001
-779.424
-0.001
-0.001
0.001
...........2-point (uniformscaling)transform..........
a,b,c,f: 2.598077E-01 1.500001E-01
369.61
-559.81
"known" resultcoords.
Transformed(calculated)
Diff.(calc.- known) Distanceerror
-450.000
-779.423
-450.001
-779.423
-0.001
0.000
0.001
##############################################################################
Target point: Point_F
Input coord, source:HEIS
Result coord, source: ....
The three nearest referencepoints are:
Point_D
-- distancein input coord, units: 2.061553E+03
Point_B
-- distancein input coord, units: 1.414214E+03
Point_C
-- distancein input coord, units: 4.242641E+03
................3-point (affine)transform...............
*** Angles: 115.408 35.538 29.055 -- Minimum =
29.055
a,b,c,d,e,f: 2.598077E-01 1.500000E-01
369.615 -1.499999E-01 2.598077E-01 -559.808
Transformed(calculated)
1299.038
-750.000
...........2-point (uniformscaling)transform..........
a,b,c,f: 2.598077E-01 1.500001E-01
369.61
-559.81
Transformed(calculated)
1299.038
-750.000
##############################################################################
6 points converted.

Figure C4-2. (contd)
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C5. CTRANS - Software Testing Report
Tested by: Rose Byrum
July 13, 1993
B

1.0 Introduction
D

This Appendix describesthe independenttestingof a Fortran-77software programcalled
CTRANS thatperformspoint location coordinateconversions. The testing proceeded in accordance
with the instructionscontainedin the CTRANS Software Test Plan (AppendixC4).
2.0

Testing Sunnnary

The CTRANS programwas found to operate as stated in the test plan and user documentation.
The outputfiles from the test cases indicatedthat the coordinateconversion algorithm as coded in
CTRANS is operatingproperly. Some inconsistencies in the errormessages producedundercertain
conditions by CTRANS were noted and are documentedin Section4 of this reportalong with some
suggestions for improvingthe program's operation.
A summaryof the testingprocess andthe resultsthatwere obtainedis presented below. The
item numberscorrespondto the numbersfor the testing steps as documentedin the test plan.
1. Copies of the CTRANS test plan and user documentationwere obtained and reviewed.
2. The base test case inputfiles were obtained. The three aliases were set up following the
installationprocedurescontained in the test plan.
3. Because the ctrans.exe file did not initially have executable privileges, the following text should
be added to the installationinstructions in the test plan documentat Section 2.0, at the end of
Item 3:
At the operatingsystem prompt,type the following commands:
chmod 755 ctrans.exe
chmod 755 test ctrans
4. CTRANS was run using the base test case as instructed in the test plan. User interaction
corresponded to the test plan description.
"

5. The three requested output files for the base test case (ctestl .suture, ctestl .rept, and ctestl .load)
were correctly created by the program in the working directory.
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6. The three outputfiles were comparedwith the referenceoutputfiles for the base case and found
to agree within the limits statedin the test plan. The coordinatevalues containedin the summary output file were compared with the hand-calculatedcoordinatevalues as documentedin the
test plan for each transformedpoint. The two sets of coordinateswere found to agree to within
the requiredtwo decimalplaces.
7. In compa,h_gthe CTRANS user documentationwith the operationof CTRANS, the documentation was found to be consistent with the actual operation.
I

8. Two independenttest cases were created and run. Details of these additionaltest cases are
described in the following section.

3.0 Independent Test Cases
TestCaseA. Forthefirstindependent
test(CaseA), thetranslation,
rotation,andscalefactors

selected were:

Translation 2000, -1000
Rotation
21.5 degrees cw
Scale Factor 0.5
Four points were defined as the registration (reference) point set. Two additional points were
selected and added to the four reference points to make up the set of points to be converted. Hand
calculations were performed using the aforementioned translation, rotation, and scale factors to
produce the destination coordinates for the four registration points and the correcttransformed
coordinates for the remainingtwo input points. The input files ctest2.ref and ctest2.inp, shown in
Tables C5-1 and C5-2 respectively, were created.

Point
Point
Point
Point

m

D

A
B
C
D

-2000.000
4000.000
-3000.000
5000.000

-2000.000
5000.000
6000.000
-2500.000

-549.751
3524.255
451.044
2615.084

-1395.626
761.331
2509.294
-2910.985

Figure C5-1. Registration Point File (ctest2.ref) for Independent Test Case A

Point_A
Point B
Point C
Point D
Point E
Point F
m

w

-2000.000
4000.000
-3000.000
5000.000
0.000
1000.000

-2000.000
5000.000
6000.000
-2500.000
3000.000
2000.000

-549.751
3524.255
451.044
2615.084
0.0
0.0

-1395.626
761.331
2509.294
-2910.985
0.0
0.0

6
2
8
7
7
2

4
4
6
6
0
0

Figure C5-2. Conversion Input File (ctest2.inp) for Independent Test Case A.
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The CTRANS programwas started and the names of the two inputfiles were entered. The
output file names ctest2.summ, ctest2.rept, and ctest2.1oadwere then entered. A coordinate lineage
code of 8 was entered in response to the coordinatelineage promptand menu.
•

The hand-calculated
transformed
output
coordinates
forCaseA areshowninTableC5-3.The
results
generated
by CTRANS intheoutput
file
ctest2.summ
arepresented
inTableC5-4.

Table C5-3. IndependentTest Case A: Hand Calculations
Point
Name

Orieinal

Translated
Rotated
(2000.-I000) (21.5
deg,cw)

Point_A -2000.000,
-2000.000 0,-3000
Point_B 4000.000,
5000.000 6000,4000
Point_C -3000.000,
6000.000-I000,5000
Point_D 5000.000,
-2500.0007000,-3500
Point_E
0.000,3000.000 2000,2000
Point_F 1000.000,
2000.000 3000,I000

Scaled
(0.5)

-1099.503,
-2791.252 -549.751,
-1395.626
7048.510,1522.663 3524.255,761.331
902.089,5018.589 451.044,2509.294
5230.168,
-5821.9702615.084,
-2910.985
2593.838,1127.833 1296.919,563.916
3157.754,
-169.086 1578.877,-84.543

Table C5-4. SummaryOutputFile for IndependentTest Case A

Point
Name

_

Northing

DATA SOURCES
Input
Result
coords,_ coords,

Point A
-549.751 -1395.626 HEIS
Point B
3524.255
761.331 KEH
Point C
451.044
2509.294 Unknown
Point_D
2615.084 -2910.985Testing
Point_E
1296.919 563.916Testing
Point..F 1578.877
-84.543 KEH
6 points convened.
m

m

.

USACE
USACE
HEIS
HEIS
----

Reported Distance
coords.
Error
USACE
USACE
HEIS
HEIS
3-pt
3-pt

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

Conclusion: The distance errorwas 0.001 coordinate units for each of the
four referencepoints. The probablereason for this uniformity is that the hand
calculations
were truncated
atthree
decimal
points
instead
ofrounding
them. The
destination
coordinates
computed
by CTRANS forthetwoadditional
points
(Point_E
andPoint_F)
matchedthehandcalculated
coordinate
values
tothree
decimal
places.

b
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Test Case B. For the second independenttest (Case B), the translation, rotation, aridscale
factors used were:
Translation
-2000,
3000
Rotation 35.0degrees
cw
Scale
Factor
0.8
Four points were defined as the registration (reference)point set. Two additionalpoints were
selected and addedto the four referencepoints to makeup the set of points to be converted. Hand
calculationswere performed using the aforementionedtranslation,rotation, and scale factors to
producethe destinationcoordinatesfor the four registrationpoints and the correcttransformed
coordinatesfor the remainingtwo input points. The inputfiles ctest3.ref and ctest3.inp, shown in
Tables C5-5 and C5-6 respectively, were created.
The CTRANS program was startedand the names of the two inputfiles were entered. The
output file names ctest3.summ, ctest3.rept, and ctest3.1oadwere then entered. A coordinate lineage
code of 6 was entered in respot_seto the coordinatelineage prompt and menu.
The hand-calculated transformedoutput coordinatesfor Case B are shown in Table C5-7. The
results generatedby CTRANS in the outputfile ctest3.summ are presented in Table C5-8.

PointA
PointB
PointC
PointD
m

m

4500.000 5000.000 5309.192 4095.420
-3500.000-5500.000-4751.421 885.432
-3000.0004000.000 -64.580 6881.557
6000.000 -5000.000 1703.564 -3146.088

Figure C5-$. Registration Point File (ctest_.reD for IndependentTest Case B.

PointA
PointB
PointC
PointD
PointE
PointF
m

m

m

4500.000 5000.000 5309.192 4095.420 2
-3500.000-5500.000 -4751.421 885.432 6
-3000.0004000.000
-64.580 6881.557 7
6000.000-5000.000 1703.564 -3146.0882
2000.000 1000.000
0.0
0.0
8
4000.000-1500.000
0.0
0.0
7

7
7
4
6
0
0

Figure C5-6. Conversion Input File (ctest3.inp) for IndependentTest Case B.
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Table CS-7. IndependentTest Case B: Hand Calculations
Point
Name

Translated
(-2000. 3000)

Original

Rotated
(35.0 deg. cw)

Scaled
(0.8)

R

.

Point A 4500.000, 5000.000
Point_B -3500.000, -5500.000
Point_C -3000.000, 4000.000
Point D 6000.000, -5000.000
Point_E 2000.000, 1000.000
Point F 4000.000,-1500.000

2500,
-5500,
-5000,
4000,
0,
2000,

8000
-2500
7000
-2000
4000
1500

6636.491,
-5939.277,
-80.725,
2129.455,
2294.305,
2498.669,

5119.275
1106.790
8601.946
-3932.610
3276.608
81.575

5309.192,
-4751.421,
-64.580,
1703.564,
1835.444,
1998.935,

4095.420
885.432
6881.557
-3146.088
2621.287
65.260

Table C5-8. SummaryOutputFile for IndependentTest Case B

Point
Name

E_agha.g _

PointA
5309.192
Point_B -4751.421
Point_C
-64.580
Point D
1703.564
Point_E
1835.444
Point_F
1998.935
6 points converted.

4095.420
885.432
6881.557
-3146.088
2621.286
65.260

DATA SOURCES
Input
Result
coords,
coords,
KEH
HEIS
Testing
KEH
Unknown
Testing

Testing
Testing
USACE
HEIS
--....

Reported Distance
coords.
Error
Testing
Testing
USACE
HEIS
3-pt
3-pt

0.001
0.001
0.000
0.001

Conclusion: The distanceerror in coordinateunits was 0.001 or less for each
of the four referencepoints. The destination coordinates computedby
CTRANS for the two additionalpoints (Point E and Point_F) were within
0.001 coordinateunits of the hand calculated values. Roundingwas used in the
hand calculationsfor Case B.

4.0 Other Tests, Observations and Recommendations
"

1. If the user wishes to terminate the programexecution, < control-C> does interruptthe program
and creates a 'ctrans.exe.trace' file in the ctrans directory.

.

2. The misspelling of the name of one of the input files results in the message "Error opening
output report file." Change errormessage to: "Error opening input file."
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3. The input reference file was removed from the testing area. The resulting error message should
have been "Error opening input reference file" but instead was "Error opening output report
file." Error message needs to be changed.
4. The input conversion file was removed from the testing area. The resulting error message
should have been "Error opening input conversion file" but instead was "Error opening output
report file." Error message needs to be changed.
5. Line three of numerical data in the input conversion file was replaced with random alphabetical
characters. The resulting error message should have been "Error reading input conversion file,
line number < n >" but instead was "Error opening output report file." Error message needs to
be changed.
6. The output report file was left in the testing area while removing the other two output files from
a previous run. The proper error message "Error opening output report file" was displayed.
7. The output summary file was left in the testing area while removing the other two output files
from a previous run. The proper error message "Error opening output summary file" was displayed. An empty coordinate loader file was created, as was a short output report file.
8. The coordinate loader file was left in the testing area while removing the other two output files
from a previous run. The proper error message "Error opening coord, loader file" was displayed. A short output report file was created.
9. The second line (beginning with Point..B) in the reference file was removed, leaving only
3 reference points. A short output report was produced by the program, and the proper error
message "ERROR - Reference file contains less than 4 points" was displayed.
10. Point_B and Point_C were given identical coordinate values in the registration input file. A
short output report file was created, but the error message "Error opening output report file"
was displayed instead of "WARNING - Ref. points < namel > and < name2 > are identical."
Error message needs to be changed.
11. When an unnoticed error is made in the spelling of an input file, the user interaction proceeds all
the way through the prompting for all file names and the choosing of a coordinate lineage code
before stopping and displaying an error message. The presence of each input file should be
checked upon entry of the file name by the user.
12. It would be helpful to have clearer documentation on the flexibility of naming input and output
files (page 1, Appendix C3). State if any name is allowable, or if there are restrictions on what
names are preferred oracceptable.
13. User documentation could be made more readable by breaking up large blocks of text into
paragraphs (page 4, Appendix C 1).
I
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14. If output files still exist from a previous run, the user must go completely through all interaction
before being told "Erroropening output report file." Each output file could be checked upon
entry and optionally overwrittenupon user confirmation.
•

15. The operation of CTRANS is consistent regardless Ofwhere the test case input files are located
(i.e., within the CTRANS installation directory or in a separate testing directory).
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C6. CTRANS Peer Review Comments
Date:
April 26, 1993
Presented by: Bob Burnett, Spyros Tzemos
Reviewers:
Ron Schalla, Bruce Rex, Rick Bates
(Note: David Millard also reviewed and provided comments on the draft report but
was unable to attend the review meeting.)
1. The accuracy of the transformation for a particular set of points depends on the accuracy of the
input coordinates and the accuracy and placement of the set of registration points used. There
was concern regarding the accuracy of the Hanford well location data and registration points.
To the extent possible, it is important to estimate the local and global conversion errors
attributable to registration point inaccuracies.
2. The process of selecting and validating registration points, as documented in the report, is
somewhat subjective in that it is difficult to isolate errors contributed by individual candidate
registration points, and so a certain amount of human judgment must ultimately be brought into
play to decide which candidate registration points are eliminated and which are retained.
3. The summary and introduction needs to state more clearly why the algorithm and coordinate
conversion effort is needed.
4. The expectations of the reader need to be clearly defined and limited in the summary and
introduction. State the limitations of the described algorithm and process as applied to the
Hanford well location conversion work.
5. It may be possible to correlate registration point errors (and hence errors in transformed
locations that use those registration points) to distance from the local coordinate system's
primary survey baseline. However, since different surveyed points use different control points,
and there are considerable inconsistencies in the manner in which control and closure
information is documented on the Hanford survey data sheets, it would be difficult to quantify
this distance relationship.
6. The use of more than three registration points for each target point to be converted should be
explored. For example, a convex hull could be used to select registration points near the target
point and successively reduced until the number of selected registration points falls within a
specified range. A simpler way to select points would be to specify a minimum and maximum
number of points desired and a maximum allowable distance (radius) from the target point. It
was suggested that, for the Hanford Site data, the simpler method is probably better.
7. We should develop the best possible set of registration points for each local coordinate system
from the currently available data, convert the well locations using those registration points,
report and disseminate the results, and then stop. Frequent corrections could be
counterproductive. Reconversion should be considered only following completion of a major
survey effort (e.g., USACE) that provides a significant number of new survey points and/or
significantly more accurate location information on previously surveyed wells.
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'

C7. CTRANS Program Listing
C otrans, for
C
j

t

C *** Coordinate transformation program, Version 1.1 ***
Cm R.A.Bumett / Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories / April 1993
C
C ***** Purpme: *****
C-Transform input points from a source ooord, system to a destination ooord.
C system (e.g. from Plant to Waah. State Plane Lambert NAD83) using
C nearest 2 reference points (2-point uniform scaling transformation) and
C nearest 3 reference points O-point fffme transformation). Select
C either 2-pt. or 3-pt. results based on oo-linearity of the three
C reference points.
C
C ***** Deaeription: *****
C-Read in a list of reference (registration) points having known coordinate
C values in 2 ooord, systems ("source" and "destination" coordinates).
C Also read in points to be transformed, having source ooord, values only
C (they may also have "known" destination coordinate values for purposes
C of oomparison; e.g., the points to be transformed cambe the aarne
C list as the reference points, for performing reference point
C cross-verifioation/validation).
C-For eaoh point to be transformed, fred the three nearest reference points
C and use those points to solve 2 sets of 3 eqns./3 unknowns each to get
C transformation pexameters for aft'me O-point) transformation.
C-Also for eaoh point, fred the 2 nearest ref. points and use those points
C
to solve 4 eqns./4 unknowns to get oonversion parameters for
C uniform-sealing (2-point) transformation.
C-Use derived transformation parameters to perform 3-pt. and 2-pt.
C
e.onversions on source ooords, for all points to he converted
C
and _
the transformed results with the "known" destination
C
coordinates (if supplied) of eaoh point.
C-Generate three output fdes: (I) a log/report fde containing details of
C
eaoh transformation; (2) a smmmu3t f'de of point names (e.g. well names)
C
and the resulting destination ooordinates (selected from either 2-pt.
C
or 3-pt. results). This file 0an be used to create a map ooverage
C
in Aro/Info or other geographic information systems; and O) a specially
C
formatted database loader input fde containing the well name, resulting
C
coordinates, and a numeric code indioating the source of the coordinate
C
data. The latter file will be used by HEIS database loader software to
C
load the well coordinate information into HEIS.
C
implicit none
C- Fortran logioal I/0 units
integer lref, loonv,lrept,lload,lsumm,ldebug
param_r 0refffi 12)

,,

*

parameter (loonv ffi11)
parameter 0rept = 13)
parameter (]load ffi14)
parameter 0suture ffi15)
parameter (]debug--"i6)
C- Number of "well transformation reports" per page of report (log) fde
integer nperpage
parameter
(nperpage--4)
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C- MAXP is maximum number of reference points
integer MAXP
parameter (MAXP---250)
double precision xs I ,xs2,xs3,ys I ,ys2,ys3
double precsslon xdI ,xd2,xd3,yd I ,yd2,yd3
double preclston denom,ca,cb,od,ce, edistout
double preotston dist(3),distn,xst,yst,xout,yout
double prectston xdt,ydt,xdest2,ydest2,xdiff2,ydiff2
double precuslon xdest3,ydest3,xdiff3,ydiff3,edist.2,edist3

t

double prectston aerrsum,nnssum,aerr,rmserr
integer indx(3),maxof3,nbeg,kl ,k2,k3,nchrs
integer ij ,k,m,np,ns,n,ncon,konfid,npg
character*120 aline
character* 13 pname(MAXP),cname
charecter*4 convtype
charecter*48 fref, fconv,frept,fload,fsumm
doubleprecision xfrom(MAXP),yfrom(MAXP),xto(MAXP),yto(MAXP)
doubleprecision a,b,c,d,e,f, deltax,deltay
doubleprecision ang12,ang13,angT_3,ada,ad
b,edc,admin
doubleprecision ang21,ang31,ang32
integer ilocal, ilarnb
cluu'acter_7 183sr_,localsr_
character*26 currtime, ctime
integer*4 stime, time
logical identl2, identl3, ident23, use2, report_errs
double precision pi, angle limit
data pi / 3.141592654 /
C- angle_limit is the angle threshold in degrees, such that if the
C
minimum angle in the triangle connecting the 3 "nearest neighbor"
C
reference points is less than this threshold, use 2-pt transform
data angle_limit / 30.0 /
C
2
write(*,*)
$'*** CTRANS coordinate transformation program ***'

write(*,*)
$

' Enter name of f'de containing reference points:'
read (*,801) fref
801
format(a48)
write(*,*)
$ ' Enter name of fde containing points to be converted:'
read (*,801) fconv

write(*,*)
$

' Enter name of output summary (list) fde to be created:'
read (*,SOD fsumrn

write(*,*)
$

' Enter name of detailed report (log) fde to be created:'
read (*,801) frept

write(*,*)
$

' Enter name of coordinate loader fde to be created:'

read(*,801)fload
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3
803

t

j

4

write(*,803)
format(
$" Enter coordinate lineage code indicating input cA3ord,system: '/
$'
6 - Plant coordinates, 100-H Area datum'/
$'
7- 100-N Area coordinates'/
$'
8 - Plant coordinates, all Areas except 100-H'/
$'
9 - Richland coordinates')
read(*,*,err =4) kordid
if (konfid .It. 6 .or. konfid .gt. 9)then
write(*,*) ' Please enter a value between 6 and 9.'
goto3
endif

open (unit = lrept,/'fie= frept,status = 'new',err = 995)
CCC $
,carriageeontrol='fortnm')
open (unit =lref, fde = fref, status= 'old',err =996)
C ***************************************************************
C *** Write current date and time to report/'de ***
stime = time0
currtime = ctime(stime)
write (lrept,601) cur_ime
601 forma_(
$' *** Coordinate trazmformationprogram, v l. 1 *** ',a26)
C

sJs_ss_J_sm_8_8_ll_ull_sss_ss_sss_isiss_s_sllts_sslmlsssssi_

write(lrept,*)
write(lrept,*)
write(L,ept,*)
write0rept,*)
write(lrept,*)

'
'
'
'
'

Ref. points/'de: ',fref
Input points file: ',fconv
Output report 0o8) fde: ',frept
Output mimnuuy (list) fde: ',fsumm
Coord. loader fde: ',fload

write(lrept,*)
$

' Transform ID number (coordinate lineage eode):',konfid
write(lrept,401)
401
format(/' Reference points:')
C
write (*,701) MAXP
C701 format(
C
$' Enter from 4 to ',13,' reference points. For each point,'/
C
$' enter the following 5 fields in the order shown on one Line:'/
C
$'
Point name, Source E/W coord., Source N/S coord.,'/
C
$'
Destination E/W coord., Destination N/S ceord.'/
C
$' Use space or comma to separate fields. '/
C
$' Enter CTRL-Z after last point. '/)
C
write (*,*) ' Enter first point:'
C
5

•,

0

np=0
continue

np=np+
1
if (rip .gt. MAX])) then
write (*,901) MAX])
901 format(' Maximum no. of reference points reached: ',14)
go to 10
endif
7
aline=''
read(lref,802,end = I0) rm,(aline(i:i),i = 1,min(rm,120))
802
forrnat(Q, 120al)
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C-Find first non-blank in input line
doj ffi l,rm
if (aline(j :j).ne.' ') then

k=j
goto 13
endif
enddo
C-- Entire line is blank - ignore it.
goto7
13
continue

t

C- Find first blank or comma after fmR non-blank in input line
do m ffi k+l,k+12
if (aline(m:m).eq.' '.or.aline_m:m)._l.',')
then
nffimo|
goto 14
endif
enddo
n ffi k+12
14
oontinue
pname(np) -''
if0

,t

do j = k,n
iffii+l
prmme(np)(i:i) = aline(j:j)
enddo
read(aline(n +2:120),*) xfrom(np),yfrom(np),xto(np),yto(np)
C- Echo data on this point to output fde
write(lrept,808) prmme(np),xfrom(np),yfrom(np),xto(np),yto(np)
808
format(l x,a,4f13.3)
C
C
C
10

write (*,*) ' Enter next poim:'
goto5
e,ontinue
close (unit- lref)
np- np- 1
if (np.lt.4) then
write (*,*) ' ERROR - Reference fde contains leas than 4 points'
STOP
endif

C
C- Open input fde of points to be oonverted
open (unitffiloonv,fde = loony,status ffi'old' ,err ffi994)
C- Open ooord, loader fde
open (unit = lload,fde ffifload,status ffi'new',err =,993)
C- Open output summary fde
open (unit- lsumm,fde ffifsumm,stetus ffi'new',err ffi992)
C- Write header to summary file

write0summ,699)
699

_.

format(40x, '-DATA SOURCES-',/,
$
40x,'Input
Result Reported Distance',/,
$
' Point Name' ,7x,'Fasting' ,4x,'Northing',
$
3x,3('ooords.
'),4x,'Eiror'/)
It
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C
11

continue
noon '-0

C- Put "nperpage" well transformation reports on each page
npg = nperpage
C- Initialize error sum and rms sum
rrmmm = 0.0
aemum = 0.0
g

report_errs = .true.
C
C********* TOP OF MAIN PROGRAM LOOP ****************
C
C-Read the next point to be converted
2005 continue
identl2 -_ .false.
identl3 --.false.
ident23 = .false.
noon-neon+
1
2007 aline--''
C ** Exit out of main program loop on End-of-File **
read0conv,802,end-2088)
ns,(aline(i:i),i = 1,min(rm,120))
rrpg = npg + 1
if(npg .gt. nperpage) then
C - Write a form-feed (new page) to report fde
npg_ 1
write(lrept,2006)
2006
format(' < FF > ')
endif
C-Find first non-blank in input line
doj--- l,ns
if (aline(j:j).ne.' ') then

k-j
go to 2013
endif
enddo
C- Entire line is blank - ignore it.
go to 2007
2013 oo_tinue
C- Find first blank or comma after first non-blank in input line
do rn ==k+l,k+12
if (aline(m:m).eq.' '.or.aline(m:m).eq. ',') then
n----m-I

2014

go to 2014
endif
enddo
n = k+12
continue
cnsHie

,.

e

--" ' '

nchrs : 0
doj = k,n
nchrs = nchrs + 1
cname(nohrs:nchrs) -" aline(j:j)
enddo
read(aline(n +2:120),*,err=2021)
xst,yst,xdt,ydt,ilocal,ilamb
go to 22
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j

C
C-Read error: Assume the data source fields were blank
2021 ilooal -0
;lamb -: 0
read(aline(n + 2:120),*,err =203 I) xst,yst,xdt,ydt
go to22
C
C- Assumethe destinationooord, fields were blank
2031 xdt -- 0.0
ydt - 0.0
read(aline(n+2:120),*,err--991)
C
22

t

xst,yst

continue

C- For each target point, fred the 3 closest points (in murce ooords.)
j=O
do k = 1,3
if (pname(k) .no. oname)then
j=j+l
d_(j) = (xfrom(k)-xst)**2 + (yfrom(k)-yst)**2
indx(j)
= k
endif
enddo
C
if(j.eq.2) then
indxO) = 4
distO) = (xfrom(4)-xst)**2
nheg -- 5
else
nheg = 4
endif

+ (yfrom(4)*yst)**2

C-Find out which of 3 "starter"points is the f=rthest from target point
maxey3(d_,maxof3)
C- If there were only 3 points tc_al, or if there were 4 points and the
C target point is one of them, then we already have our "nearest 3"
if (nbeg .le. np) then
do n ffi nbeg, np
if (pname(n).ne.oname) then
distn = (xfrom(n)-xst)**'2 + (yfrorn(n)-yst)**2
if (distn .It. dist(maxof3)) then
C- We have a new member of the 3 musketeers (nearest neighbors)
indx(maxof3) = n
dist(maxof3) = distn
C- Find the new max. distance of the 3 nearest ref. points
oaU maxey3(dist,maxof3)
endif
endif
enddo
endif
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C
kl ffi indx(l)

k2 = indx(2)
k3 - indx(3)
dist(l) - sqrt(diat(l))

d_t(2)= .qrt(d_t(2))
d_t(3)= .qn(d_tO))
if (ilocel ._. 1) then
loc,_rc -'WELLDOX'
eke if (ilooal .eq. 2) then
locabrc ffi 'KEH'
else if (ilo¢_1 .eq. 3) then
looldsrc
- 'KEH'
ehm if(iloca_
.eq.4)then
lo_rc : 'USACE'
eke if (ilocal
localsrc
=
eke if (ilooal
looabrc =
el_ if (iloe_
loe,_rc =
eke
loc,_rc =
endif

i

.eq. 5) then
'Other'
.eq. 6) then
'HEIS'
._i. 7) then
q'eCdng'
'Unknown'

if (ilamb.gt.0.and.(xdt.eq.0..or.
ydt.eq.0.)) then
183sro= 'miuing'
eke if (ilamb.eq.0.and.xdt.ne.0..and.
ydt.ne.0.) then
183src = 'Est.'
else if (ikmb .eq. 1) then
183sre = 'WELLDOX'
else if (ilamb .eq. 2) then
183sre = 'KEH-L8Y
else if (ilsmb .eq. 3) then
183ere = 'KEH-L27'
else if (ilamb .eq. 4) then
183src = 'USACE'
else if (ilamb .eq. 5) then
183src = 'Ind.GPS'
else if (ilamb .eq. 6) then
183src = 'HEIS'
else if (ilamb .eq. 7) then
183src : 'Testing'
else
183are = '_'
endif
write(lrept,921) ename,looJdsr_,183src,
pname(k l),dist(l),pname(k2) ,dimi'2),pmme(k3) ,dim(3)
921
format(' Tarsetpoint: ',a,
$
' Input coord, murce: ',a7,
$
' Result coord, source: ',a7/
$
' The three nearest reference points are:'/
$
3(Ix,a,' - distance in input c,oord. units: ',lpe14.6/),
$'- ....
3-point (affme)
transform
,,
-')
$

,

g
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C
_1
ysl
xdl
ydl

--

w_rom(kl)
yFromOcl)
xto(kl)
yto(kl)

x_. = zfromO;2)
ys2 - yfrom(k2)

xd2 = xto(k2)
yd2- ytz(k2)
x.3 = _from(k3)
y.3 = yfr_)
xdS- xto(k3)
yd3= yto0O)
C- Forthelines
joining
thethreenearest
neighbor
ref.points,
C
computeanglesangl2,,ms13,ang23 fromthehorizontal
C
(-90< angleindegree.< 90)
C
C-- Line from point 1 to point 2
deltax - xa2- xsl
delt W - ys2 - ysl
if (deltax .eq. 0..and. deltay .eq. 0.)then
C- Points I and 2 are identical
identl2 - .tree.
write(*,891) pname(kl),pname(k2)
write0rept,891) pname(k l),pname(k2)
891
format(' *** WARNING - Ref. points ',a,' and ',a,
$
' are identical ***')
C-- Force 2-pt transform to use points 2 and 3
maxof3 = 1
goto 123
else
identl2 = .false.
endif
CC

angl2 = 180.*asin(deltay/sqrt(deltax**2 + deltay**2))/pi
wriU_mspt,*) ' ANGI2 ,= ',angl2
if (deltax .It. 0.) then
ang21 "- -angl2
angl2 --ang21 + 180.0
if (angl2 .gt. 180.0) angl2 - angl2 - 360.
else
ang21 -angl2
+ 180.0
if (81821.gt. 180.0) artg21==arts21
-360.
endif

C-- Line from point I topoint3
deltaz = xa3 - ul
deltay ==y_ - ysl
if (deltax .eq. O..and. deltay .eq. 0.)then
C- PointJ 1 and 3 are identical
identl3 -- .true.
write(*,891) pname(kl),pnameOr3)
write0rept,891) pname(kl),pname(k3)

,.
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1
C- Force 2-pt transform to use points 2 and 3
maxof3 - 1
go to 123
else
identl3 - .false.
endif

J
CC
#

angl3 - 180.*uin(deitay/Klrt(deltax**2 + deitay**2))/pi
write0rept,*) ' ANGI3 - ',anSI3
if (deltax .It. 0.) then
ani01 = -ansl3
anSI3 -ang,31 + 180.0
if' (angl3 .gt, 180.0) angl3 - angl3 - 360.
else
ang31 -angl3

+ 180.0

if (ant31 ._t. 180.0)an_] - an831-360.
endif
C-- Line from point 2 to point 3
deltax - x.s3 - xs2
deltay - ys3 - ys2
if (deltax .eq. 0..and. deltay .eq. 0.)then
C- Points 2 and 3 are identical
ident23 - .true.
write(*,891) pname(k2),pnsme(k3)
write(lrept,891) pname(k2),pname(k3)
C- Foroe 2-pt tremform to use points I and 2
maxof3 - 3
goto 123
else
ident23 '- .false.
endif
CC

ang23 =, 180.*asin(deltay/sqrt(deltax**2
write0rept,*) ' ANG23 ,= ',an823
if (deltax .It. 0.) then

+ deltay**2))/pi

an_32= -ant23
an823 = an832 + 180.0

if (an_?.3
.st. ]8o.o)_3

= an823- 360.

else

•

•

ang32 = an823 + 180.0
if (ang32 .gt. 180.0) an832 = ang32 -360.
endif
C--C_mpute differences in angles with horiz, to gettrue Jingles of
C
triangle connecting the three neaa_t neighbor ref. pts.
C-Then t'md the minimum angle. If less than threshold, use
C
2-pt conversion results, otherwise use 3-pt. results
CC
write(kept,*) '12/13/21/23/31/32:
',
CC $
angl2,angl 3,an821 ,ang23,an831 ,an832
ada = abe(anSI2 -anSI3)
if (sda .gt. 180.) ada = 360. - ads
adb = ab.(an_21 - ang23)
if (adb .8t. 180.) adb = 360. - adb
ado = abs(aniOl - ang32)
if (ado .gt. 180.) ado = 360. - ado
C- f'mdrain. angle
admin = rain(ads, adb, ado)
write0rept,892) ada,adb,ado,admin
892
format(' *** Angles: ',3f9.3,' - Minimum = ',t9.3)
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C
C- Do the g-point transform math and store ooeffs, in a,b,o,d,e,f
denomxsl*(y82-ys3) -xm2*(ysl-ys3) + xs3*(ysl.ys2)
C- If denominator = O,the transform failed
if (dehorn .eq. 0.) then
write(lrept,897)
897
format(
$ ' **** Denominator is zero - 3-pt transform failed.')
use2 - .true.
else
C- Denominator was not zero - continue the oaloulations
oa "- xdl*(ys2-ys3) -xd2*(ysl-ys3)
+ xd3*(ysl-ya2)
ob - xs I*(xd2-xd3) - xs2*(xd l-xd3) + xs3*(xd l-xd2)
a - oa/denom
b - ob/denom
c - xdI - a*xs I - b*ys 1
C ############## Alterna_ ways to oaloulate o ##################
CC
02 = xd2 - a*xaT.- b*ys2
CC
03 = xd3 - a*xs3 - b*ys3
CC
e_ = (xsl*(ys2*xd3 - ys3*xd2) - xs2*(ysl*xd3 - ys3*xdl)
CC $
+ xs3*(ysl*xd2 - ys2*xdl))/denom
C ###############################################################
od ,, ydl*O's2-ys3) -yd2*(ysl-ys3)
+ yd3*(ysl-ys2)
ee - xsl*(yd2-yd3) -xs2*(ydl-yd3)
+ xs3*(ydl-yd2)
d " od/denom
• - oe/denom
f - yd I - d*xs I - e*ys I
C ##############
A]terne_ ways to oaJeulatef #################
CC
f2 = yd2 - d*xs2 - e*ys2
CC
f3 ,= yd3 - d*xn3 - e*ys3
CC
ff =, (xsl*(ys2*yd3 - ys3*yd2) - xs2*(ysl*yd3 - ys3*ydl)
CC $
+ xa3*(ysl*yd2 - ys2Sydl))/denom
C #####//#########################################################
use2 = .false.
C- Write transform ooeffi¢ienta to output fde
write(lrept,903) a,b,c,d,e,f
903
format(' a,b,c,d,e,f: ',2(lp2e14.6,0pf12.3))
C- Compute destination eoords, from source ooords, for target point
xdest3 = a*xst + b*yst + c
ydest3 = d*xat + eSyst + f
xdiff3 = xdest3 - xdt
ydiff3 - ydest3 - ydt
if (xdif'f3.eq.0..and. ydiff3.eq.0.) then
edisO =0.
else
edisO = sqrt (xdiff3**2 + ydiff3**2)
endif
C- Report the results
if (xdt .ne. 0.) then
write(Irept,919) xdt,ydt,xdest3 ,ydest3 ,xdiff3 ,ydiff3 ,edist3
919 format(' "known" result ooords.',4x,'Transformed (calculated)',
$
6x,'Diff.(ealo. - known) Distance error'/
$
Ix,3(2f12.3,3x),f12.3)
else
write0rept,929) xdest_,ydest3
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929 fornutt(27x,'Transformed(calculated)',/,28x,2f12.3)
endif
write(L-ept,9_9)
969
format(
$'--2-point
(uniform
sealing)
trm_form
-------')
endif
C
123 oontinue
C- Now do a "uniform
seating"
(2-point)
tnuufonn
using
2 nem'est
ref.
pts.
if (maxof3 .eq. I) then
kl = indx(2)
k2 = indxO)
else if (maxof3 .eq. 2) then
kl - indx(1)
k2 = indxO)
else
kl = indx(1)
k2 = indx(2)
endif
x,1 = xfrom(kl)
y,l = y1'rom(kl)
xdl = xto_S)
ydS = yto_i)
x,2 = x.from(k2)
y,2 = _romO0.)
xd2 = xto(k2)
yd2 = yt,:_'k2)
C- Do the 2-point transformmathandstore resultsin a,b,e,d
dehorn= (xsl-xs2)**2 + (ysl-ya2)**2
ca = (xdl-xd2)*(xsl-xs2) + (ydl-yd2)*(ysl-ys2)
cb -- (xdl-xd2)*(ysl-ys2) - (ydl-yd2)S(xsl-xs2)
a -- ca/dehorn
b : cb/denom
¢ = xdl - a*xsl - b*ysl
f:ydl
+ b*_l-a*ysl
C ############## Alternateways to caloulatee snd f #############
CC
cc -" (xsl*(xd2*(xsl-xs2) + ys2*(ydl-yd2))
CC $
- xa2*(xdl*(xsl-xs2) + ysl*(ydl-yd2)) )/dehorn
CC $
+ (ysl-ysT.)*(ysl*xd2- ys2*xdl)
CC
ff -- ( (xsl-xs2)*(xsI*yd2 - xs2*ydl)
CC $
+ ysl*(yd2*(ysl-ya2) + xs2*(xdl-xd2))
CC $
-ya2*(yd|*(ysl-y,0.) + xsl*(xdl-xd2)) )/dehorn
C ###############################################################
C-- Write trumformcoefficients to reportfile
writeOrept,1103) a,b,c,f
1103 format('a,b,c,f: ', lp2e14.6,0p2f12.2)
C- Computedestinationm_ords,from source coords, for targetpoint
xdesO. = a*xst + b*yst + ¢
ydest2 : -b*xst + a*yst + f
xdiff2 =: xdest2- xdt
ydiff2 : ydest2- ydt
if (xdiff2.eq.O..and. ydiff2.eq.O.)then
edist2 =0.
else
edist2 =:sqrt (xdifl'2**2+ ydifl'2**2)
endif
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C- Report the results
if (xdt .he. 0.) then
write0rept,919)
$
xdt,ydt,xdest2,ydest2,xdiff2,ydifl2,edist2
else
write(lrept,929) xdest2,ydest2
endif

t,

write0rept,949)
949
format(Ix,78('#'))
C
C *** Decide what to write to summary fde and ooord, loader fde
C

I

C- Decide whether to use 3-pt. or 2-pt. transformation results
if (ident 12.or.ident 13.or.ident23.or.use2
$
.or.admin,it.angle_limit) then
xout = xdest2
yout = ydest2
oonvtype = '2-pt'
edit,out - edig2
else
xout ffi xdest3
yout ffi ydest3
eonvtype ffi '3-pt'
edistout ffi edist3
endif
if (xdt.ne.O..and. ydt.ne.O..and, report_errs) then
aerreum = aerrsum + edistout
mmsum = nnssum + edistout**2
else
report_errs -.false.
endif
C
if (ilamb.ge.6 .and. xdt .he. 0..and. ydt .he. 0.)then
C-HEIS or Test destination ooords. - included for comparison
C
with transformed coords. C-Write transformed ooords, to summary fde but not to loader fde
write0summ,936) oname,xdt,ydt,loc, alsrc,183src,183src,edistout
936
format(l x,a,2fl 2.3,3(2x,a7),f12.3)
else if (ilamb.ge. 1 .and. xdt.ne.0..and, ydt.ne.0.) then
C- Result coords, are from WELLDOX, KEH survey, USACE survey, or indep. GPS
C
-write to both summary and ooord, loader fde
write0summ,936) oname,xdt,ydt,ltr, alsrc,183sre,183sn_,edistout
write01oad,939) (oname(i:i),i = 1,nohrs),xdt,ydt,ilamb
else
C- Write either 3-pt or 2-pt to both summary and coord, loader fde
if(xdt.ne.0..and,
ydt.ne.0.) then
writeOsumm,937)
$
cname,xout,yout,looalsrc,183src,convtype,edistout
937
format(l x,a,2fl 2.3,2(2x,a7),2x,a4,3x,f12.3)
else
write0summ, 1937)
$
cname,xout,yout,localsrc,183src,convtype
1937
format(1 x,a,2fl2.3,2(2x,a7),2x,ag)
endif
write(Uoed,939) (cname(i:i),i = 1,nohrs),xout,yout,konfid
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939

formet(l x, < nchre> al ,'?',2(fl 0.3,'?'),I 1)
endtf

C
C- Go baok to top of loop and read next cony. point from input f'de
go to 2005

c
C- Come here on EOF on conversion input fde
2088 continue
noon ffi noon- l
1_

write (*,*) neon,' points converted'

if(reportern) then
nmlerr ffi sqrt(rmuum/noon)
i_rr

-----_rrsum/ncon

write (lrept,8801) noon, aerr, rm_rr

write0m_mm,*)
write (kumm,8801) noon, aerr, nnserr
8801
format(' Points converted:',16,'
Ave.diet.error:',fl 1.3,
$
' RMS ermr:',fll.3)
ebe
write (lrept,*) noon,' points converted.'
write (lJumm,*) noon,' points convem_d.'
endif
olme (unit _l_pt)
close (unit _hmmm)
close (unit _lioad)
oloee (unit _lconv)
STOP
C
991
write (*,3991) noon
3991
format(
$ ' Error reading input conversion fde, line number ',15)
STOP
992
993
994
995
996
999

write (*,*) ' Error opening output summary file.'
STOP
write (*,*) ' Error opening coord, loader fde.'
STOP
write (*,*) ' Error opening input conversion fde.'
STOP
write (*,*) ' Error opening output report fde.'
STOP
write (*,*) ' Error opening input reference fde.'
STOP
end

C
subroutine maxey3(diet,rf_tid)
C
C-- Compute maximum of three distances, _re
C
•

the index (pointer to max. diet.) in maxid

integer maxid
double precision diet(3)
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C
ff (dist(1) .St. dist(2)) then

if (d_(1) .St. dintS))then
maxid = 1
ebe
nmxid = 3
endif
else
if (dist(2) .gt. dist(3)) then
nmxid =2
else
maxid =3
endff
endif
return
end

II
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Appendix D
Data Verification and Validation Process

Appendix D
Data Verification and Validation Process
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D1.

Verification

and Validation

Plan for Hanford Site Well Location Data

1.0 Purpose
This appendix describes a plan and process for verifying and validating the Hanford Site well
location data that will ultimately be stored in the HEIS database and used to build a comprehensive
geographic information system (GIS) spatial data set. Sources of the data to be subjected to this
verification and validation process include survey reports, site databases such as HEIS and WELLDOX,
and the coordinate transformations described in the main body of this report. Within the context of this
plan, data verification refers to the process of insuring that the information contained in the resultant
data set or from which the resultant data set was derived is consistent with _._eoriginal data sources
(i.e., insuring that no transcription errors have occurred). Data validation refers to the process of
attempting to determine the relative accuracy of the resultant data set (i.e., evaluating the degree to
which the well location data for each well represents the true location of that well).
Verification, validation, and testing of the coordinate transformation software is described
separately in the CTRANS Software Test Plan (Appendix C4) and in the CTRANS Software Testing
Report (Appendix C5).
2.0

Scope

The scope of this verification and validation plan is limited to wells listed on survey data sheets
and those contained in the HEIS and WELLDOX databases. Accuracy estimates are limited to those
derived from survey closure information listed on survey sheets and information contained in the
coordinate transformation results. The term "well" in the context of this plan and the Hartford well
location conversion task includes any significant man-made intrusion into the ground, such as groundwater monitoring wells, vadose wells, drinking water wells, boreholes, and test pits. Historical wells
within or near the Site boundary that have been abandoned and are no longer used are also included
where possible.
3.0

Approach

4

1

The following steps will be taken to verify and, to the extent possible, validate the well location
data. The results of each step will be documented in a draft verification and validation report which
will be reviewed by PNL and WHC personnel. After satisfactory completion of the reviews, the
verification and validation report will be incorporated into the final well location report.
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1. For each known well _:,the intendedscope of this plan, verify thatthe well is included in the well
location results or has not been included because no locationdata have been found for the well.
To facilitate this effort, a list of wells for which location data is availablein one or more
coordinatesystems will be compiled by well name from all datasources withinthe scope of this
plan. This list of well names will be electronically comparedto an inventoryof well names from
the working sets of well locations being used in the coordinatetransformationprocess for each
local coordinatesystem and datum. A list of well names for which location data is not available
from any of the sources includedin the scope of this plan will also be generatedby this step.
2. Generatemaps of all wells includedin the scope of this study and visually examine each well
locationto determineif the well is in fact located in or near the area or grid cell indicated by its
name. Attemptto resolve these and other well location or name discrepancies (including those
listed in AppendixB) by re-examiningall availabledata sources for those wells and by soliciting
expert opinion from the data custodians of the wells in questionand from other Hanford personnel
who may be familiar with those wells.
3. For many Hanford wells, locational data is available only in local coordinatesof unknown
accuracy. Because it would be prohibitiveto resurveyall such wells, the validationprocess for
such wells will be largely subjective, based on visual examination of the relative location of the
wells with respect to buildings, roads, fences, and other known features as displayed on base maps
generated by a geographicinformation system (GIS). This validationstep will be performed by
Hanford personnel who have a workingknowledge of the relative locations of wells to be
validated. Maps containing the base features and the presumedwell point locations will be
created and distributedto these personnel for their examination and comments. Wells that appear
to be incorrectlylocated will be re-examined for possible data errors and may eventually be
resurveyed using GPS equipment. The effectiveness of this validationstep may be compromised
somewhatby spatial errors in the base map features.
4. Independentresearchers (i.e., individualsnot directlyinvolved in developing or running
CTRANS) will validatethe registrationpoint files for each local coordinatesystem/datumused in
the well locationtransformations by using CTRANS to perform "identity" transformations(selftransformations)on these registrationpoint files and then examining the results.
5. Independentresearcherswill verify thatthe documentedprocess for running CTRANS for each
Hanford local coordinatesystem/datumhas indeed been followed and that the inputand output
data files identified in the CTRANS applicationlog files were the files that were actually used to
produce the documented results.
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1)2. Visual Location Verification Instructions and Participants
Date: July 7, 1993
To: Well verifiers
J
The HEIS project team appreciates you taking time to verify the positions of the wells shown on
the attached maps. The wells were positioned on these maps after all non-Lambert coordinates were
translated into Lambert coordinates.
We understand that this visual inspection cannot correct but the most obvious mistakes, and the
way to identify the wells properly is to resurvey them. Although resurveying of many wells is
currently being done, some wells will never be resurveyed and this verification effort will be the best
way to capture your knowledge on the well locations.
The results of this effort will be reviewed by HEIS personnel and recort,,mendationswill be made
to the HEIS configuration control board on whether the locations of some wells need to be corrected in
the database. All the accumulated information will form the pedigree of the well locations.
In addition to the maps, there etrefour attachments to this letter. The first attachment is a form
that will guide you in reporting the type of information we need. Please make as many photocopies of
this form as you need and use one copy for each well or cluster of wells that you report on. Also
please mark on the maps your estimate of well positions that need correcting.
The second attachment is a list of "problem" wells for which we found significant location
discrepancies between two or more data sources (including the coordinate transformations), or there
were other suspected errors or problems such as inconsistency between the well name and the location
data. This list has two parts: the first part contains wells with location problems that we believe have
been resolved, and the second part contains wells with problems that have not been resolved. The
wells in the resolved problems list are included in the plots. Please examine both parts of the list and
report to us any knowledge you may have that either confirms, refutes, or resolves any of the problems
or locations in question.
The third attachment contains a list of "wells" which we have assumed are piezometer tubes by
their name and/or location relative to other similarly named wells. As indicated by the comments in
the right-most column, some of these are questionable as to their status as piezometer tubes or as to
their parent well. If you are knowledgeable on piezometer wells in general or on any of the specific
wells in this list, please provide us with any information that will help us resolve these issues.
The fourth attachment is a list of well names followed by the word "blank". These wells were
included by name in at least one of the well databases (I-IEISor WELLDOX) but had no location data
associated with them in either database.
,

Please return the maps and your comments by July 20, 1993, to:
Robert Burnett, ISB1 Room 324, Mail Stop K7-22 (375-2313)
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Well Location Qualification Information

This form is intended to help identify "obvious" mistakes in the horizontal positioning of the Hanford wells.
Name of Well:

['

How close to its true position is the aforementioned well7 To within:
5 meters
10 meters
30 meters
100 meters

m

specify
I do not know

Should the well position be corrected? __

If yes, indicate on your map the proper position.

How did you estimate the well position?
Past experience

n

Proximityto
building, specify

m

road,specify
fence, specify
other map feature, specify

Do you think any of the base map features (buildings, roads, etc.) are incorrectly placed? If yes, list those
features below and mark on the map the incorrect features and your estimated correct position.

How confident are you of your assessment of the position of this well?
very confident
(76%-100%)
confident
(51%-75 %)
somewhat confident (26%-50%)
notatall
( 0%-25 %)
Comments:

Please provide:
Na_.
Affiliation:
Phone:
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The following Hartfordpersonnel providedwell location verificationinformation:

)

Mickie Chamness
JohnEvans
Rod Ledgerwood
JohnMcDonald
Ercy Morse
Bob Raidl
Rich Raymond
Ron Schalla
AaronSchatz
Vince Vermeul
Bill Webber
David Weekes
Jim Young

(PNL)
(PNL)
(WHC)
(PNL)
(WHC)
(WHC)
(PNL)
(PNL)
(WHC)
(PNL)
(PNL)
(WHC)
(PNL)
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PNL-8945
UC-605

Distribution
No. of
Copies

No. of
Copies

OFFSITE

2

12

DOE Office of Scientific
and Technical Information

J.H. Jacobson
M.P. Johansen

ONSITE

31

DOE R.i_hlandOperationsOffice
N. A. Werdel
25

A5-19

W_stinghouseHanfordCompany
L. K. Ahrens
M. P. Connelly
L. A. Dietz (10)
K. R. Fecht
R. P. Henckel
D. G. Horton
R. K. Ledgerwood
E. A. Morse
R. E. Peterson
R. F. Raidl
A. L. Schatz
M. R. Schwab
J. A. Serkowski
R. R. Thompson
M. S. Watson
D. C. Weekes

U.S. Army (_o_e of Engineere

H6-07
H6-06
H6-07
H6-06
H6-02
H6-06
N3-05
N3-06
H6-06
H6-06
N3-05
H6-07
H6-06
N1-73
H6-O7
H6-06

Distr.1

A5-20
A5-19

Pa#ific Northwe_ Laboratory_
D.J. Bates
R. W. Bryce
R.A. Burnett (5)
M. A. Chamness
P.J. Cowley
B. J. Evans
J.C. Evans
W.R. Lamb
J.P. McDonald
L.B. Peterson
R.G. Raymond
R. Schalla
S.K. Tzomos (5)
V.R. Vermeul
T.B. Waiters
W.D. Webber
J.S. Young
PublishingCoordination
Technical ReportFiles (5)

K7-34
K6-96
K7-22
K6-84
K7-22
K6-84
K6-96
K6-84
K6-96
K7-22
K6-96
K6-96
K7-22
K6-96
K6-96
K6-96
K6-96
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